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McFarlin loses battle for life
By John Schrag
Staff Writer

Harold McFarUn

Harold McFarlin's fight for
life ended Tuesday.
The 47-year-old SJU-C hlstory
professor died at 9:15 a.m. at
Stanford University Medical
Center aftt::' his body rejected
his newly-implanted heart.
Hospital officials said a team
of physic;ans tried using
various levels of cyc1ostorine, a
drug uses to combat the body's
natural tenden~y to reject
foreign objects, but were not
able
to
prevent
the
hemorrhaging of McFarlin's
heart early Tuesday morning.
McFa' .m'ssister, Marguerite
Buntrok. said that McFarlin
seemed to be making daily
. ' progress after being rele3sed
from the hospital two weeks ago
and allowed to move back into
his apartment in Palo Alto.
On Saturday morning, she
said t he went driving aroun"

Dougherty to
speak to USO
ahout woods
By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer
Clarence Dougherty, vice
president for campus services,
will speak to the Stuient Senate
on the recent clean-up effort in
Thompson Woods Wednesday at
~a8~:m W. Student Center
The removal of damaging
honeysuckle undergrowth from
the woods has sparked ~Qme
controversy among students,
professors and administration
officials over whether the woods
should remain a nataral area.
Dougherty said the clean-up
was necessary to increase the
safety and prolong the lite of the
woods.
Some faculty members are
concerned that the clean-up will
remove rare plant species and
disturb on-going research in the
woods.
Researchers in botany, plant
and soil science, forestry,
wildlife research and zoology
can tag plants and trees which
they do not want cut, Dougherty
said.
The Stuclen~ Environmental
Group collected a petition with
eoo signatures to stop the cutting of undergrowth in the
woods Monday.
The senate will vote on a
resolution opposing the i?l.1rchase of the ~?tist Studer:t
Center building hy tne Illinois
Department of Corrections for
the purpose of housing 250
minimum-security inmates.
The senate will also consider
a resolution supporting the
position of the USO president
and vice president in the
negotiations between the USO
and the Black Affairs Council.
President Bruce Joseph said
the USO position was that any
money to be given to BAC go
through the normal USO
allocation process, which
requires approval by the
Finance Commission and the
Student Senate.
However, the Office of
Student Affairs made a settlement with BAC from the
Interest Entity Account,
bypa:;sing the USO, Joseph
said,
Another resoiution will be
considered Wedm!sday stating
the USO's position on th~
purchase cf library storage
s~ce.
.
Mike Majchrowitz, wrib:r :;f

the resolution, said the purpose
of the resolution was to make
clear that the Student Senate
approved of the Bracy Building
purchase only as a second
choice to constructing a new oncampus facHhy.

and shopping for new shirts. But
later that afternoon he
collapsed in the apartmellt and
was taken to the hospital, whp~'e
his
condition
rapidly
detl!riorated, she said.
Although extremely saddened
by her brother's death, Buntrok
said she takes comfort in
knowing that he was able - at
least for a short ti:ne - to realize
his dream of liviag with a new
heart.
Buntrok, who has been with
. her brother since July, said the
thousands of Southern Illinois
residents who gave financial
and moral suppcrt to McFarlin
should not consider the efforts a
failure.
"He saw his dream come
true," she said. "And it was
only because all of you thclt it
was possible."
She said that McFarlin was
grateful for the many cards and
letters he received from people
throughout the area, and

pllmned to answer each one.
"I'm sure that wherever he is
now, " Buntrok said, "he is
appreciative of all the love and
compassion that everyone has
shown."
McFarlin suffered a massive
heart attack about 31,"z yeaM ago
and was forced to quit teaching.
His condition worsened and
prompted a fund-raising effort
which collected more than
$611,000 in contributions for his
life-saving operation.
He arrived in Palo Alto in
May and anxiously waited until
a suitable donor heart was
found and implanted OJl Aug.13.
Tom Busch, assistant to
President Albert Somit, said he
was "personally shocked" by
the .'tragic news" of McFarlin's
death.
"Professor McFarlin was a
valued member of the academic
rommunity," Busch said. "He
served the University for over
12 years and in that time he

touched a lot of students and a
lot of faculty."
Robert Hallissey, associate
director
of
Research
Development
and
Administration,
who helped
coordinate the the fund-raising
effort, said the news came as a
shock to him too.
"I think we all were rather
startled at the news," he said.
"We all expected to see him
again here in Carbondale, and
so did he."
McFarlin expressed that
eXJ)eCtation during an interview
in 1dte August, when he said lIe
was determined to stay alive.
"Dying is easy," he said.
"Life you have to r;~ht for."
Along with a rl~ •.er .nination to
live, he express ad a deep
gratitude to the thousands of
Southern Illinois residents win
contributed money for his
operatior
S4'e McFARLIN_ Page 3
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City opposes prisoners at Baptist center
By Paula J. Finlay
Staff Writer
TIle Carbondale City Council
voted unanimously Monday to
oppose a proposal by the Illinois
Department of Corrections to
purchase the Baptist Student
Center
to house about 200
minimum-security prisoners.
The DOC is talking to the
Illinois Baptist Associat, "In

Gus says a small House of Glass
is OK but people will throw
rocks at a big onl!.

abota! buying the bUI:ding,
located on Campus Drive northwest of the SIU-{' campus, and
directors of the mSA are expected to consider a proposal to
sell the building at its Oct. 13
meeting.
Mayor Helen Westberg said,
"It's apparent to me that the
state IS desperate for such
space and they're going to move
quickly. We have to do
whatever we're going to do
quickly," she said.
Michael Lane, director of the
DOC, told the mayor at a
weekend meeting that he wants
to make a presentation to the
council about the possible
purchase of the facility.
\\estberg said Tuesday that the

council would like to hear the
presentation at next week's
mformal meeting, but she W3S
still waiting for a confirmatior...
'" think it would benefit all of
us to talk to him directly," she
said.
The presentation would give
the council additional information and give Lane the
opportunity to hear first-hand
the council and community
opposition to the proposal,
Westberg said.
Councilm:-n Patrick Kelley
agreed with the need for Lane to
hear from the publiC' and
suggested a public hearing.
Westberg pointed out that if the
proposal goes to the Planning

Commission a public hearing
will be held.
The Baptist Student Center is
within the city limits and not
University-owned, so special
use zoning would be required
before DOC could house
prisoners at the center, acc')rding to Acting City Mana~er
Scott Ratter. The s~ial use
would have to be approved by
the council.
But the council opposition was
strong.
Kelley called the DOC
proposal totally inappropriate.
"When I first heard of it I
thought it was a bad idea. But
the more I thought about it, I
thought it was a terrible idea,"
he said.

Officials inspect Baptist center
By Paula J. Finlay
Staff Writer
Tbe Illinois Department of
Corrections is movmg ahead on
its proposal to p~chase ti,e
Baptist Student Center despite
opposition from the Carbondale
City C('wlcil.
The DOC will contillu~
negotiations with the Illinois
State Baptist Ac;sociation for
purchase of the BSC, to be used
to hold about 200 minimum
sec-mty pr..5lJners, Nic Howell,
DOC public information officer ,said. He refused to
comment on the council's opposition.
"We'll take the hurdles as
they come," Howell said.
Doug Brown, deputy director
of DOC Community &!rvices
Divisi(:>D, and Thomas Eynon,
SlU-C sociok.gy prGfessor lAnd
chairman of the DOC Adult
Advisory Board, loured the
facility Tuesday to consider the
design aJld exact working.' of
the building, HoweD said. f:arl
Huch, special assistant to the
DOC director, and Russ
Deason, BSC manager, also
went on the tour.
Brown, Eynon, and Huch said
they were impressed with the

From Ie" are Thomas EyDGII, Doug Brown, Ea,,) Huch and R;:~
facility and that almost no
changes would have to be made
to get it ready for the DOC use.
Two adjoining dormitory
buildings &ngle toward a

commons buildin~ to form a
courtyard which 15 a "tightly
contained area," Brown said.
"All the movement is in a VE:ry
small are:>," he said.

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

Deason.

A fence might be corL<;tructed
to completely close-in the
courtyard, but it ~~d be a
See CENTER. Page 3

Reagan abandons national goal ....--News Roundup----,
Court restores
law
of independence from Arab oil
Scott~s

WASHINGTON (AI-') - The in energy markets and promote
Reagan admin;stration for- a balanced and mixed energy
mally abandoned the national resource system."
goal of energy independence on
With its latest plan, the adTuesday, saying the United ministration acknllwledged that
_ States will rely "to some ex- it is abandoning thE: energy self. tent" on Arab oil imports for at sufficiency goals first set by the
least the next 20 years.
Nixon administration after the
But the ac:lJl1inistration, un- 1973 embargo, and reaffirmed
veiling its latest National by President Carter following
Energy Policy Plan a decade shortages that arose from the
after an Arab embargo plunged Iranian crisis in 1979.
the nation into a fuel crisis, said
"This plan does not conAmericans
sho.uid
enjoy template total self sufficiency,"
relatively stable gasoline prices Hodel told reporters. "This
for the rest of this decade.
contemplates working toward
And "real" oil prices what I would call energy nonctiscounting for inflation - are dependence, in which we
nut ~xpected to hit their 1982 continue to import where that
peak of $34 a balTelllntil 1900, it makes economIc sense, but not
said.
to the extent that an in"The U.S. energy situation terruption drastically untoday is significantly better dercuts our economy or our
than it was in 1981 when my military capl'bility."
administration took office,"
Hodel, however, said there is
President Reagan said after little new in the plan that differs
meeting with Energy Secretary from what Reagan espoused
Donald Hodel.
during his 1980 presidential
Reagan said the ha!:mark of campaign.
his policy is "to foster adequate
The 25-page document,
supplies
of
energy
at required every tw~ years by
reasonables costs, minimize Congess, said oil frices c')uld
federal control and involvement reach S90 a barre by 2000 or

$110 by 2010.

The administration said the
nation's
vulnerability
to
another Arab embargo "has
been reduced markedly"
through
the
Strategic
Petroleum Reserve and by
"minimizing federal control
and involvement."
But the administration also
credits its programs 1'.1
deregulate energy prices al1~
spur the development of
federally owned oil, gas and
coal reserves on government
land for lower oil prices, increased energy efficiency and
less dependence on foreign oil.
Reagan's
decision
immediately after taking office in
January 1981 to lift all price
controls on oil helped reduce the
price of gasoline from $1.39 a
gallon in March of that year to
$1.27 a gallon this summer,
despite :;. 5-cents-per-gallon
increase in federal excj"e taxes,
the administration claimed.
It blamed the existing federal
price ceilings on natural gas for
allowing its price to rise 20
percent last year despite surpluses and falling demand.

Reagan proposes arms cuts
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Reagan {)roposed
Tuesday that the SoVlet Union
and the United States each
destroy at least 5 percent of
their
strategic
nuclear
warheads every yec:!r. "We
want to reduce the weapons of
war, pure and simple," Reagan
declared.
The president, outlining a new
u.s. bargaining position in the
deadlocked strategic arms
talks, said that "everything is
on the table." He specifically
offered, also, to negotiate limits
on long-range bombers and airlaunched cruise missiles. The
United States holds an e~e in
bombers of 410 to 343, and aIso is
ahead in the cruises they carry.
Earlier, Reagan sought to
require substantial cutbacks in
heavy missiles, which account
for about two-thirds of the
Soviets' strategic strength,

whilt~

promising to take up
bombers at a later sta[e.
"We have removeo the
dividing line between the two
phases of our
original
proposal," Reagan said.
But he accused the Soviets of
"~.tonewalling," and Rep. Les
Aspin, D-Wis., who played a key
role in White House consultations with Congress,
predicted "a very cold reaction" from Moscow.
The Soviets have proposed
limiting each side to 1,800
missiles and bombers combined. Currently, the United
States has about 1,600 missiles
compared to 2,340 for the Soviet
Union.
The president met for 4:;
minutes with a group from the
House and Senate before announcin~ the revised U.S.
position 1D the Rose Garden.
"Let me emphasize." he said,

More rain possible in Arizona
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - The sun peeked out Tuesday, but
runoff-bloat~ rivers still ran rampant in southeastern
Arizona where flooding has left 11 people dead, two others
missing and damage in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
As helicopters plucked more people to safety and police put
on extra patrols to guard against looting in towns left in ruins,
the National Weather ~r rvice said a P:ocific hurricane might
renew the downpours thdt ha ve dealt this desert state its worst
disaster of the century.

Study shows most dangerous cars
WASHINGTON (AP) -Small, two-<ioor cars, many of them
Japanese imports, have the worst accident recocds while
station wagons, even compact models, have performed most
safely, according to an insurance indust.'Y study.
The study released Tuesday by the Insurance Instit:.Jte for
Highway S;.fety rated 133 passenger cars on the frequency of
collision and personal injury claims.
The comparison showed, generally, that the larger the car
- with 4-door mooels having a significant advantage over 2door versions - the less likely a person will sustain serious
injury and the less damage will be done to the vehicle.

Teachers strike across the nation
By the Associated Press

Most of Oakland, Calif.'s 3,500 teachers walked off the job
tuesday because of differences with the school board over
"that the United States has gone
care payments and pay, while 27,000 striking teachers
health
the extra mile."
in Chicago stood firm in their demand for their first raise in
At Reagan's side was Edward
three
years.
Rowny, who will open a fifth
Elsewhere, about 1,400 teachers were on strike in four othpr
round of talks with the Soviets
on Thursday in Geneva,
U.S. school districts, three in Michigan and one in PennSwitzerland.
sylvania, idling fewer than 30,000 students. Also, a 19-day
"There will have to be tradestrike ended Tuesday in the East Allegheny district near
offs and the United States is
Pittsburgh and children went to class for the first time this
prepared to make them,"
fall.
Reagan said as he outlined
Rowny's
instructions
to
reporters.
'Daily 'Egyptian
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SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Former Illinois Attorney General
William J. Scott - considered the golden boy of state
Republican politics until a tax fraud conviction put him in
prison - can regain his law license this month, the Illinois
Supreme Court ruled Tuesday.
The justices noted that Scott, once the GOP's top vote-getter
in Illinois, has been deprived of his right to practice law for
nearly two years and said that punishment is long enough.
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Council votes to rezone land
for health departlllent's office
By Patrick Williams
Staff Writer

Despite Councilman Keith
Tuxhorn'§ objections that the
poor and senior citizens would
be inconvenienced by the out-oftown location, the City Council
approved rezoning to permit the
Jackson
County
Health
Department to build an office
west of Carbondale.
The council voted 4-1 Monday
to change zoning of th~ five-acre
site from general agricultural
to professional-administrative,
clearing the way for the health
department to build there to
consolidate its Carbondale and
Murphysboro offices.
The site is at the intersection
of Illinois 13 and Lake Road,
about five miles east of Murphysboro and a half-mile west
of the Carbondale city limits at
Striegel Road. The department
now has offices located in the
City Hall Complex in Carbondale and in north Murphysboro.
Tuxhorn pointed out that the
move win 'locate the offices

outside of two cities while they
are now located in both.
"Probably more than a few
people will be inconvenienced
by this. I have to speak for them
and reflect it in my vote," he
said.
At a press conference last
week, Dr. Antoinette Thomas,
health board president, said
that there are means of transportation available for the
handicapped and senior citizens
~~fcle currently walk
Tuxhorn said the move is an
administrative decision made
for economic reasons. Jack.c;on
County Health will pa:r' up to
$500,000 for the land and new
offices, but it now pays nearl:'
$2,000 a month in rent for its two
offices.
Another rezoning proposal
that came before the council
Monday did not fare as well as
the health department's. The
council voted unanimously to
deny a request to allow
automobile dealer Jim Pearl tt'
expand to a two-acre lot behind
his existing dealership on East

Wl\!nut.
About 25 residents of
properties adjoining the lot had
opposed the rezoning at the
council's informal meeting last
week. They feared the noise and
paint fumes from a body shop
Pearl had planned for the lot
would lower neighborhood
property values.
In other business, the council
voted to bring up for formal
action Nov. 7 a proposed exchange of land between the city
and Hugh McGowan, who owns
property on Monroe Street
needed for the conference
center project.
McGowan wants to trade his
land for an unused city lot
located at the intersection of
Marien and Jackson streets.
The council also awarded a
$62,456 contract to Dean Bush
Construction of Carbondale t'l
make connections between the
city's and Murdale Water
District's water lines.
The council approved a memo
of intent to issue $100,000 in
revenue bonds for the Carbon 1ale Chamber of Commerce

CENTER from Page 1
"basic backyard barbecue
fence" and would be to keep
people from getting in more
than to keep the prisoners ~"om
,getting out, Brown said. Most
minimum security facilities are
not fenced, he said.
Brown '.laid the BSC offers
"superb !acilities." It has a
commorlS building, courtyard,
chapel, well-equipped kitchen,
recreation rooms, television
lounge, office space and 156
double-occupancy
dormitory
rooms.
Brown stressed that fearsthat the DOC would bring in 200
prisoners overnight are unfounded.
"It just wouldn't happen like
that." he said.

The process would be a
gradual one, he said. Sf-aff
would have to be recruited and
trained. House of Glass
residents would be moved in
first, probably no sooner than
mid-winter, and groups of 26 or
52 would be later phased in, he
said.
Howell said the DOC wants to
expand the House of Glass
program and put 80 to 100 workrelease prisoners at the BSC
along with l00-plus work camp
prisoners not eligible for
release privileges.
If the BSC facility was
operated at capacity, it is likely
that the state would put $3.5 to
~~ million a year there. ac-

Printing Plant

cording to Howell. That money
wOl.dd stimulate the local
economy and the facility would
create at least 100 jobs, he said.
The expanded program would
benefit the city not only by
creating jobs but also by the
work done by the }lrisoners. The
work p'rogram camp creates a
"readily available free work
force" that could pick up
garbage, clean up after community festivals, and do other
community projects, he said.
Howell said he was not aware
of a deadline to purchase the
BSC set by either the DOC or the
IBSA, but that the DOC "would
like to move as soon as
possible."

McFARLIN from Page 1
'"Most people with heart
diseases die," McFarlin said.
"The ones who live are the ones
who fight and have people
backing them and fighting with
them."

all gained from the united effort
to bring about the finances that
helped make his operation
possible."

It is possible that some of
those finances will be used for
some other Southern Dlinois
resident who develops heart
problems. Hallissey said that
any which remaIns in the
Harold
McFarlin
Heart
Transplant Fund will be
transfered to the Illinois Heart
Association and given to a
resident of Southern lliinois who
"I think he saw the real needs money for a heart
beauty of the way the com- operation.
munity pulled together to make
it possible for him to get out
Buntrok said that funeral
there," Hallissey said
arrangements are still pending,
but she hopes to have her
Busch said that McFarlin's brother's body cremated in
plight served as a rallying point California and flown to carfor
Southern Illinois.
bondale. Hallisey said that he
and some faculty members of
"I think that speaks well for the history department will be
the area," he said, "and I think meeting to plan some type of
it speaks well for Harold Mc- memorial service.
Farlin."
McFarlin was the 274th
Mayor Helen Westberg said patient to receive a heart
that people should take pride in transplant at Stanford Medical
the "massive community ef· Center since the program was
fort" which made McFarlin's established in 1968. Hospital
officials say that transplant
surgery possible.
patients at Stanford have an 81
"It's sad that it did not turn percent survival rate during
out the way we had hoped it their first year. The second year
would," she said. "We all will survival rate is estimated at 71
feel a loss in that regard. But we percent.

And although McFarlin's
fight ended earlier than people
hoped, Hallissey and others
agreed with Buntrok that the
residents of Southern Illinois
should be proud that they
enabled McFarlin to make the
trip to Stanford.

Trial date set in rape case
A Nov. 14 trial date in Jackson
County Circuit Court has been
set for Kevin L. Simmons,
charged lI.. th rape, .attempted
rape, deviate sexual assault and
five other offenses stemming
from two incidents in Carbondale June 19 and Aug. 20,
according to the Jackson
County State's Attorney's office.
Simmons, 24, remains in
Jackson County jail under
$125,000 bond after his arrest by
Carbondale police Aug. 20 for
the attempted rape of a 15-yearold girl sleeping m her room on

the southeast side of town. He
was also charged with
residential burglary in that
incident.
Bond was set at $50,000.
Jackson County State's At·
torney John Clemons later
charged Simmons with rape,
deviate sexual assault, armed
robbery, armed violence, home
invasion
and residential
burglary in cODJiection with the
rape of a :l3-year-old woman in a
Freeman Street apartment
June 19.
Bond for those charges was
set at $75,000.
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Harold's fight ends
NEWS OF Harold McFarlin's death comes as a painful shock. H
anything can reduce the pain, though, it is the knowledge that be got
the chance be deserved and wanted so much - in large part
because of the thoughtfulness of thousands of people he'd never
even met.
After suffering a massive heart attack three years ago, Harold
had the desirE to live, but the means - a costly and ri<;ky heart
transplant - seemed unattainable.
When the people Of t1le Carbondale area learned of his critical
need for a heart transplant, they provided those means through
over $60,000 in contributions toward the operation. They held bake
sales, car washes, benefit dinners and dances - whatever they
could think of to help.

at nuclear dishosalplan
'r
By Karen Torry
Writer

Staff

Federal law mandates that
after Jan. 1, 1986, responsibility
for disposal of low-level
radioactive waste will shift
from the federal government to
the individual states.
Whpther that burden should
be phce1 on the states is a moot
issut ; th ~ possibility of recision
of th •. ]poV is slim to none. The
questions Illinois and other
states face are: How should
disposal of low-level waste be
handled? Who should do it?
The proposed Midwest Interstate Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Compact would form a
commission, consisting of one
representative from each statt:,
which would choose disposal
sites for low-level waste
generated within the 11- to 14state region. The compact,
which must be OK'd by the
governor and Congress, has
been approved by the lliinois
House.

PUBLIC RESPONSE to the call to help Harold was gratifying.
Even as they gave what they could and work~ tirelessly for
Harold, contributors knew the operation was far from a sure thing.
Yet they still ~.ave Harold McFarlin hope for life. His final days,
though he was frail Defore the opera tion and hospitalized for most of
the time afterward, surely were more bearable because of that
hope.
THE SENATE Agriculture,
"Dying is easy," be once said. "Life you have to fildlt for. "
The spirit of countless helping hands gave Harofd McFarlin his Conservation and Energy
Committee
shelved the bill for
chance to fight. That spirit, we're sure, stayed with him until the
further study and conducted a
end.
series of statewide public
hearings on the compact, which
may come up for a vote in the
General Assembly's veto
I am fed up with sermons M!ptable." I am offended unto session that begins Thursday.
Illinois, the fourth largest
masquerading as "letters to the puking by amateur Bible
editor." The latest, on "gays' commentators who rationalize generator of nuclear waste in
abstinence" (Sept. 27), has their tastes, prejudices and the nation, is th~ leading choice
seven paragraphs of Biblical hang-ups by fishing around in to host a Midwest dump site.
quotes and three paragraphs of Romans, Corinthians, or Such a site would probably be
moralizing
in
Biblical Ephesians, coming up with located in Southern lllinois, the
what they see as God's word to least populated area of the
paraphrase.
Don't you think that them, and then preaching to the state.
The compact's major ad·
newspapers in a democracy are Unsaved Masses. That may be
entitled to exclude certain kinds all right in the Watch Tower, vantage is that costs of storing
low-level waste would be shared
of writing? How about rewriting but not in the Egyptian.
the editorial policy you print
I leave it to you to find an among the states. Each party
daily, adding this: "In- adequate policy, but I truly state would pay an initial
terpretations of the Bible and believe you need one to handle membership fee of $50,000, or
$1,000 per cubic meter of waste
len~y quotations from the the Fundamentalist Fringe. Bible used to support private Cbarles Parish. Department of shipped from the state Ll 1980,
whichever is lower. Beyond
points of view are not ac- Liqaiatia.
that, fees charged to waste
generators would be levied by
the dump site operator and are
I read with interest your 'mobilized with a "boot.-'~ Not not required by or specified in
commentary proclaiming that only does that biker have a fine the compact.
"irresponsible bikers get what to pay, but he is inconvenienced
THE COMPACT idea seems
they deserve," and I earnestly more than an auto driver would
"'agree. But let's look closer at be for the same offense: failure good on the surface, but the
legislation before the General
the situati(iD.
to pay a parking ticket.
It seems to me ~at th~ sm Assembly has flaws that should
What about the responsible
biker - the one who races to pohce are grossly lDconslstent be corrected before Illinois
class as quickly as he safely can with their procedures. It !'lIsa agrees to become a member.
First, the agreement lays full
via appr(lpiate bike routes, only stands to reason that smce
to find the bike rack full?
freshmen and sop~omores financial liability for the dump
Being a responsible person, generally may not drive cars,
he does not want to be late for the bicycle rules hinder the
class, so he chains his precious und~rcl~ss~an, seeing t?at
bike to the fence next to the cycling IS his most practical
rack. He comes back an hour mode of transportation.
later only to fmd a ticket atI can underStand most of the
tached to his bike.
The biker would not feel so bicycle laws, but why must a
bad if the bike next to his, also responsible biker be penalized if
('hained to the fence, had a there are not adequate rack
ticket, too, instead of just a facilities for all the bikes? ('Io-!'Ies D. Couch. Freshman.
warning.
Still another bike is im- Biological Science.

Keep Bible amateurs oflpage

What about responsible bikers?

Glass on bike paths a hazard
After 'reading the Sept: 19 down the street.
article and the Sept. m editorial
How is the conscientious
bicycles, I have a question. bicyclist supposed to ride on the
When was the last time you took extreme right hand side of the
a loot at Carbondale's 15 miles road when (( is covered with
of designated bike routes or broken glass? The only alteralong any street curb?
native to avoiding the glass is to
Isn't it amazing bow many swerve into the regular traffic
shades of green. brown and lane. Schwinn has yet to market
clear glass there are? Why. you steel·belted radials for 10could play a Jame by guessing speeds.
what beer wme or pop was on
I don't want to walk around
sale by the amount of broken campus 01' in town. I could get
glaFs. Cars seem to p'lISh the run over by a bicycle. - Carol
~ass over the. white bike route Dombrowski.
Engineering
or lao the' etU'b' . ' they. go... Teclmology.
011

n.e
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site on the host state. If lep..:'ilge
or some other acciccnt oc·
curred, the host state would
bear the full costs and
responsibility for c1ean-"p and
remedial maintenance. The
commission, the representative
body of the states, would not be
liable (or any costs connected
the
operation.
with
stabilization, care or closure of
any site.
Second, the compact fails to
specify how waste should be
disposed, prompting fears
among environmental groups
that shallow land burial, the
cheapest disposal method,
would be used. Five of six
shallow !':>rtdfills in the United
States are leaking, including a
site at Sheffield in northwestern
Illinois, which has been closed
by court order.
THIRD. the compact calls lor
the commission to set up a
management plan to guide
operation of dump sites, but the
plan would not be established
until after the compact was
formed. Thus, the state
legislatures and the public
would have no say in how the
sites are run.
Fourth, the compact allows
the commission to accept "for
any of its purposes or functions to grants of money,
equipment, supplies or services
from any government agency,
ip<iividual or corporation.
Conceivably, Commonwealth
Edison, which generates most
of its electricity with nuclear
fuel, or U.S. Ecology Inc.,
operator of the Sheffield site,
could make contributions to the
commission clearly a
provision that could bias administration of the compact.
FIFTH. the initial fIl~m·
fee charged to party
states IS based solely on volume
of waste, not level of toxicity.
Thus, states with many medical
facilities, which produce waste
with half-lives as low as 30
hours, would pay the same as
states with a large number of
nuclear
reactors,
which
generate waste with 30 year
half·lives or longer.
In comparing the costs of
joining the Midwest Compact to
taking care of waste disposal
alone, Dlinois may find that a
regional group is a cheaper.
more efficient way to go. But
the present compact is flimsy
bershi~

and poorly-written, and offers
little protection for the host
state or the peoplE who would be
affected - perhaps advE'rsely
- by presence of a dump site.
THE COMPACT should be
rewritten to require site
operators to hold maximum
liability insurance. The cost
should be sh",e<i equally among
member states through a fee
system spelled out in the
compact.
The compact should mandate
a safer method of disposal, such
as ab'lve-ground concrete en·
casement. Shallow landfills are
unsafe
and
should
be
prohibited.
The regional management
plan, essential to the safe
operation of a dump site, should
be written into the compact or
should be approved by the
General Assembly before
lllinois joins the compact.
The commission should
operate solely on funds
provided by member states.
Outside donations by individuals or corporations that
could influence commission
policy should be forbidden.
FINALLY. toxicity as well as
volume of waste should
determine the membership fee
a state pays. Stat,~ with more
hospitals and fewer nuclear
po......~r plants should not be
penalized.
Granted, rewriting the
compact agreement would put
Illinois back to square one.
Since each member state must
approve exactly the same
legislation, the four states
which have already ratified the
compact would have to consider
a new document. And the 1986
deadline is not far away.
But nuclear waste poses
serious health, safety and en·
virunmental risks and its
disposal should not be decided
hastily. The General Assembly
should not ratify a vague
document that places important
decisions in the hands of 11 to 14
individuals and relies on their
good judgment alone to ad·
minister the compact.
lllinois must first ensure that
a compact plan would protect
its environmen~ and the health
and ~fety of its citizens. Then
we can decide whether to join
other states or go it alone.

PARENTS WEEKEND CONCERT

An entertainine blend of humor. strone
melodies and witty l)IIries.

JOHN BENISCHEK
Friday. Oct. 7 7:30pm
Student Center Ballroom B

FREE International Coffee
Students-Free Gen. Public S1.50
Sponsored by SPC Center Pro2rammin2

OCT. 11, '83
~ail_

8:00 P.M.

Ml!!JEIt

1-

TIX $9&$10
~~

PARENTS' DAY
HARVEST OF ART CRAFT SALE
Saturday, Oct. 8
10am-6pm
in the
Forum Area

~=--=~;;

SPC Consorts
and B.A.C. present
THA"KYOU
tor all your help
with the 1983
Salukl Shakers
Porn-Pon Clinic.

oomooloo m~w
Thursday. Oct. 20
8:00pm

A&W ROOTBEER
DAIRY QUEE"
WEnDY·S
McDonALD1S
KROGER WEST

THURSDAY
Salt of the
Earth

On Sale Now at the
Student Center Central
Ticket Office

SATURDAY

"erlnd C'''Yon ,'fhe f'It"
'45 PI' PInon

NEW YO'lK CITY·
TONIGHT·

FRIDAY
6:45pm&9pm
RI... the Ile.otor to the
fourth ,Ioor VI. . Lounge
Stuelent Conter

Nov. 18-27 rThanksilvlns BreakJ
Price Includes:
el Nltbts at WIlliam Sloane
HOUHYMCA

e Motor Co!cb Bus Transportation
S 199 llefore Oct. 24
Plus SI 0 Damale Deposit
e S50 Holds Your SPOt
Sin wilt .... SIC Offtce. ,,. floor S~ CeeIIr

The Best Picture
of the Year

GANDHI

N",llirIT in WII' Vi,gin;,

$~'n " by "mbl, 10
_HI: '!y.;iptHtrt
•ftpIriMrui JIIiIII

7&9pm
Co-Sponsored by the

Shryock Auditorium
Tickets $1 o~co If $11.00

"'hHs W,tsr KIJHJ'nll
III ""

THE DAY THIIARTH
STOOD STILL

• Roundtrip Airfare from Chicalo
.7 Niahta Accommodadona at the Autotel Ritz
• CruilC dcket of Acapulco Bay
• $+29 Per Penon before Nov. 1
! 100 Depoeit holds your .poL

ST. LOUIS CARDntALs

vs.

HEW YORK GIAHTS
MondClY Hight Football In
St. Loals-Oct. 24
HCllftlme 'ntares the SIO
MCirchlng SClICI~':
Only Sl2-lnclCldes

tNnlportCitlon & tlckeb
In tile SPC om,..
Jrd floor Stadent Center

S!~a ap

amlI
1fL'1I
2pm&7pm

Gang of Four joins the lDainstream
By Andrew P. Zinner

Starr Writer

Synthetic funk punk fashion
roci{, with its emphasis on mass
marketabil;ty and empty·
headed danceability, has
claimed another victim.
Its latest entry, however, is
perhaps its most shocking.
Gang of Four, those angst-filled
political and social misfits
known for such anarchic
classics as "Guns Before
Butter" "He'd Send In the
Army'; and "I Love a Man In a
Uniform," has gone mass
market.
The
Gar~'s
latest
album, "Hard" fs chock-filled
with auto-music, violins, horns
and a drummer with as much
spunk as a d.."1lIIl machine. In
fact, the Gang. of Four is now
really three, With the departure
of drummer Hugo- Burnham.
who helped create the bottom of
the uruque Gang of Four's
cacophonic, driving, frantic
pace that set them apart from
mainstream rock.
A true Gang fan will be instantlr shocked as the needle
hits vmyl. The first song, "Is It
Love " sounds lik,~ a disco song
from'the mid-7!l<! I.hat belongs in
some sleazy hotel singles
lounge. It sets the musical
"pace" (or lack o~ it~ .by
coupling fWlky bass "'Ith Vlohns
and background haIIDonies to
create a blah sound .

cheery press relense boasts.
"Gang of Four h<)ve never
sounded so good. so relevant. so
totally on target."

Album~

GRevlew

d

Whereas earlier Gang songs
challenged us to change, or at
least question, the current
political and economk world
situation, one feels a sense of
resignation in vocalist Jon
King's new stuff. Typical is "It
Don't Matter," a funky, bassdriven number where King
seems satisfied rather than
disgusted with his current
plight: "Remember when I was
a child, I looked for things all
the while. But look at where I
am today. Not bad, huh?"
In a Similar lyrcal vein is
"Independence," '/here King
confesses, "I dO'J't want to
remain on the E'Jge. We must
brace the new cr ,nditions." Stir.,
"Independence.' is at lea~t
partially saved by a hint of th~
old Gang oppressively heavy
bass beat.

Each song on "Hard" is
lyrically distant and poetic, in
contrast to the blunt, no-holdsbarred treatment of earlier
material. Political analysis has
given way to seU-searching,
innocuous blither.
Not to be overly negative,
"Hard" does have some bright
spots. "Woman Town" is a

A1blllD courtesy 01 Piau Recorda

haunting, eerie tale of women
and the way men treat them.
Disjointed and bizarre, the song
brings back the good old Gang
days. King even whips out the
'trusty melodica that had
become the Gang's tradE:mark.
Another relative gem is "A
Man With a Good Car." Gill
dusts off his guitar with some
ripping riffs of 011. and tf : lyrics
tell of the freeuom of ,laving
good wheels: "A man with a
good car needs no justification.
Fate is in my hands and in the
transmission. "

For true Gang fans, the
band's appeal was the fact that
they didn't care about being
"relevant. ., Being leftist,
ranting, pissed-off angry young
men (and woman) was the
appeal. It always seemed that
while other bands sold out, it
would never happen to Gang of
Four.
It can be argued that no band
wants to stand musically still, to
do the same things over and
over. It can also be argued that
band members, like all human
beings, want to be rich and
successful. It can als'J be
argued that "Hard" contains
great funk and dance sruff and
off'2rs a tasiy blend 01 several
musical genres - which it does.
It just seems to be a sad
statement on musical trends
and the music industry today to
apply such arguments to a
revolutionary band like Gang of
Four.

For the most part, unfortunately, "Hard" iacks the
drive and desperation that put
Gang of Four on the musical
map. Apparently, the Gang
thinks that map isn't larf,<!
enoulUl, because "Hard" is
overfly directed at the mass
market techno-pop funk rock of
today. In fact, as the band's

.Learning Resources programs set
Learning Resources Service
is offering a series of instructional
development
workshops during fall semester
for faculty and other University
personnel. Workshops will be
held at the LRS Conference
Room in the basement of Morris
Library and will be limited to
the first 20 peopie to register.
Forms are available from LRS.
Introduction to Learning
Resources Services at 9:30 a.m.
Thursday will provide information on the capabilities
and procedures of LRS.
Getting the most from
multiple choice testing will be
the topiC at 9 a.m. Friday of a
Ylorkshop to provide new ideas
for this type of testing.
Equipment operation at 3:30

p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 12, will lie will be introduced to faculty at 9
a short reminder course of a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 19.
various skills. Individual
sessions may also be scheduled.
Universallactics for teaching at 9:30 a.m. Theursday, Oct. 20.
at 9:30 a.m. Thursday, Oct. 13,
Designing qll:\lity graphics
win present ideas on how to including visua' " lettering and
better organize and present slides for classroom use will be
information.
disc~2d at 9 a.m. Monday,
_genera ting classroom Oct. ::~.
discussion at 9 a.m. J4'rlday,
Oct. 14, wiJIlnclude methods for
Understanding test item
increasing class participation. analysis will be the fxus at 9:30
SeU-lnstruction Center and a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 25.
the Student Media Design Lab
Strategies . for problem
will be discussed at 9 a.m. solvir.g will describe abstract
Munday, Oct. 17.
thinking skills at 9:30 a.m.
The Office of Instnletional Thursday, Oct. 'Z'I.
Evaluation and its policies will
Microcomputer applicatio'lS
be the wpic of a workshop at for instruction will be presented
9:30 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 18.
from 3 to 5 p.m. Wednesday,
Concept teaching procedures Nov. 2.
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Fine Menswear

SOHNS
University Mall Carbondale
Caj:~ Girardeau

West Park Mall

OCTOBER 2B
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$10 & $12

BPM
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D." !Iale Saturday, 9AM-4PM. Une reser·
vatk.n ca..ds to be dlsbibuted Friday at the
~~ Events Ticket Offtce upstairs &om
S
~
9AM4:30PM. Cards will be drawn tandomIy by
Arena staff, one card P"I' person. (BI'tJvj ID
with SocIal &:COmty number.) Being fht In
line for card will not assure being ftrst Ii aline for
tickets. If you arrive Saturday after 9 or without a
card, you will be placed at the end of the Une.
l~tlcket limit & $SO check limit Saturday only.
\1/heeIch2o.lr tickets available Oct. 10. Phone orders
accF.Ptm Oct. 10 ($1 service charge per order.)
k' .
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~

STU Arena
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THE ONlY
SHOE THAn mT!NG.
The Timberland- boat shoe is the perft:ct addition
to OU\y wardrobe. It has waterproof brown leather
uppers that stay sof! and supple, solid brass eyelet.
that won't rus!. and a pennanently bondro soft, white
Vibram- "Ole lOr longer wear.
It'. the, classic boat shoe with on. big diffe",nce:
T.,_L_.L_:I .A:
Timberland quality.
- . . . .. JOyIos Iir ...... ...t..........

UnJiA'Z IiUJU ...,

Prine, Goodman in concert Friday
Music afficionados with a
taste for off-beat humor are in
for 8 ~reat when John Prine and
S' .eve "oodman bring their
,ilstinctive style of folk music to
Shryock Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Friday. Oct. 7.
The word "distinctive" is
used because of the wickedly
funny lyrics b:lt are often integrated into their seemingly
serious ballads. A prime
ex;: mple is their tounge·inc:heeck ode to country songs,
"You Don't Have to Call Me
Darlin', DarHn'."
Prinr. a Chicago n:dth,c. is
one of the most criticalIv and
popularly acclaimed s(ngersongwriters of our time. By
combining sound, rhythm and
his signature lyric wit, he exposes a vast number of facets of
everyday life. thus gaining the
distinction of "The American
Storyt<!lIer. "
Thils far in his career, Prine
has recorded eight albums.
Aside from being a, prolific
writer, he is also a charismatic
stage performer who has
developed
a
widespread
audience t!'trough year-roUD!!
club and concert appearance!"
both in the United States and
abroad.
Prine's interest in music
developed at an early age when
his older brother taught him to
play guitar. After a two year
stint in the army, Prine
returned to Chicago and was
soon working the city's folk club
circuit. It didn't take him long
to build up a loyal following, and
the high demand for his
cheerfully raspy vocals soon
awarded him the prestige of
becoming a regular attraction
at the Earl of Old Town, a
popular Chicago nightspot.
It was around this time that
Prine met and be friended Steve
Goodman, C!!!othrr regUlar

For the real beer lover.
01j}
~

~
STROH LIGHT
«

;:::;,

John Prine
Steve Goodman
performer at the Earl. Joining James Brown and Count Basie.
forces with Goodman proved to
Incorporating these eclectic
be very beneficiai move on mnuences and mergi!'lg them
Prine's r.~!'t - one that yielded with his keenl}' perceptive wit
a well-deserved opportunity for !l.nd fleet-fingered guitar
him in 1971.
picking
style,
Goodman
According to the Chicago developed a style that has !;et
Tribune, •. As the opening act for him apart from anyone else.
Kris Kristofferson at the Quiet
Goodman's first album.
Knight on <Chicago's) Belmont released in 1971, included his
Avenue in 1971. Goodman so classic ode to trains and the
impi essed KTis Kristofferson passing era: "City of New
and Paul Anka, also playing Orleans" was made famous the
Chicago that weekend, that the iollowing year by Arlo Guthri~
t.vo offere': to get him a
Critical
accolades
acrecording contract. Charac- companied the release of each
teristically, Coodman replied subsequent Goodman album.
that if they were in that kind of The favor he and his songs win
mood. there were some other from his peers is eviclenced by
Chicagoans they should know the artists who guest on his
about." He then hustled them sessions and the recording of his
down to Earl of Old Town to see songs by personalities such as
John Prine. As a result, Johnny Cash, Judy Collins.
Goodman ,md Prim; were Jo:m Baez, Jimmy Buffet, Johl)
discovered the same weekend !).,nver. and Hank Williams Jr.
and were soon signed to
Tickets for the John Prinerecording contracts.
Steve Gocdman concert are $10
Steve Goodman's music and $8.50. The Shryock
reflects a variety of influences Auditorium box office is open
due to a voracious appetitie for 11:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
all types of music - influen<-:es through Friday. Mail and
as diverse as Woody Guthrie. credit-card pllOne orders are
Hank Williams, the Sun accepted 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Records rockabilly artists, Monday through Friday. _
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DON HUTTON
529-1287

Poetry reading WednesdayAfter having written two
booKS, Judy Little, associate
professor of En~ish, com nares
the writing of poetry, criticism
or short stories on paper to the
painting of an image on a
canvas.
"You keep coming back to it
until it is finished," she said.
Little will be reading from her
br.JOk of poetry, "Provinces,"
during the second of the fourpart Creative Writir,g Reading
Series at 8 ... m. Wf,dnesday in
the Quigley Lounge.
The Creative Writing Reading
Series features readings of
shOt"! stories and poems by

faculty members and students.
The readings will be done by
Little and students Eric Bubs
and Jim McCormack.
When writing poetry, Little
said she <Joesn't ''rush it. I don't
decide r.ght away what itli fonn
is. I let it grow through time."

Friday
October 7
8:00 p.m.
$10.00, $8.50

Little said her other book,
"Comedy and the Woman
Writer," is a book of literary
criticism on the works of
Virginia Woolf and Muriel
Sparks.
Th:; Creative Writing Reading
Series is sponsored by the
English Department.

~PCVIDEO

Saturday
October 8
8:00 p.m.
$8.50, 7.00, 6.00

San
Fernanda

IVolle~
TONIGHT"FRIDAY
6:45 pm & 9 pm $1.00
Ride the elevator to the 4th floor video
lounge In the Student Center

Girls

~Iii~~~~~!

~~ pated compositions changed popular
music forever. With great style and humor, thIS 12member orchestra brings to life the Joplin cla~f,ics,
along with the refreshing ragtime rhythms of
Eubie Blake, Stravinsky and Debussy!
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Shryock Auditorium
Celebrity Series
Box office open Mon-Jo'ri: 11:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

A. Mail and credit·card ph()n~ orders a~~~ted
W Mon-Fri: 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Call (618) 453-3378.
Daily Egyptian, October ~, 1983, Page T

China to get foreign news
PEKING (AP)
The
Associated Press and the
Xinhua news agency agreed
Tuesday on the first teleprinter
distribution of any foreign news
service in China in ;:4 years.
The AP and Xinhua .::grfCed on
distribution of the AP World
Service news report to private
foreign subscribers.
•
Distrihufi'>n is. ~}{pecfed to

begIn in a few weeks after lines
and equipment are installed.
Because of the scarcity of
telephone lines, The Assoc"iated
Press initially has been
allocated six lines.
Chinese law prohibits a
foreign news agency from
distributing its service directly
in elina.

BALLOON BOUQUET

$12.50

$15000

··fabulous Floatin1! fantasies
fOi frivolous festive fun·'
• Order fJalloween Bouquet:; Now·

Dan Wood iDl!gucts John Grey and Peter Swanson

Art professor inspired by' need
for art, beauty, creativity ill life

Crazy Cooter Clown Service
Adam·s Rib 549-5222
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By Shei'ta Rogers

Staff Writer

Class members of Drawing
200 sit in Hartline Orchards
sketching a model leaning up
against a tree.
The instructor stands behind
the class, glancing at the
drawings. He works one-on-one
in this dass, giving suggestions
and constructive criticisms to
his students.
The instructor is Dan Wood,
an associate professor in the
School of Art. Besides teaching
the intermediate drawing class,
he teaches Introduction tr, Art,
which has an annual enroilment
()f 1,100 to 1,200 student..s.
puts his whole heart
into his teaching and art, which
may be why his students consistently rate his class and his
teaching "excellent" In class
evaluations.
Wood said he's made no
conscious decision to devote his
life to art.
"It has been with me as long
as I can remember," he said.
Being around people who
were 'ilways building things,
(his father, for e",.ample was a
carpenter), and growing up
without a television helped him
"pursue something active instead of passive."
"I was involved in dOllig
things instead of sit.ting home
and watching TV" he said.
Wood enjoys drawing landsca~, which is one reason for
haVIng his students draw at the
iih:hard. When he draws from
nat1:.re, he works back am' forth

",wd

·
I

between the studio and the
scene.
He also enjoys drawing
bizarre people. One 'Ji his
favorite drawings is of Mike
Belchak, who, in the painting, is
t:hasing a dollar bill. Belchak
was a Carbondale resident and
an acquaintance of Wood. The
painting "sticks out the most
because of all the people I have
ever encountered, Mike was
unique. He was for real. There

hl~.n~~~!a:~eo~r~°krn~~out

"The reason I am attracted to
bizarre people as subject
matter is because they personify how we often feel about
life in a given instance, but they
become an exaggeration of
these feelings," Woed explained. He said that Belchak
became an exaggeration to try
to show how Americans are
obsessed with money.
Wood,41, spends as much as
one month on a drawing. He
draws f!"':lm reality without
using
photographs.
His
graphite-pencil drawings are
extremely intricate. Most of the
time, Wood uses a magnifying
glass to see what he is drawing.
His drawings are what he calls
a micro-macro idea where a
person can see the work. in
general from a distance clOd the
intricate work up close. He does
this so people can appreciate
the drawing at different levels.
"My art to me is very sacred
and personal. It's the core of my
existence and I want to be
identified as an artist," he said.
Wood's drawings have been

I'.
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acquired by major museums in
Mexico,
New
York,
Philadelphia and Minnesota.
Wood saiti I]e tries to keep his
In! :oduction to Art class interestin~, informative and
entertah.ing. He moves around
stage constar..ly to keep his
students interested. He said he
wants to make art a part of his
,~tildent's life - to many of his
students, his class is a first
exposure to art.
Since his class is a General
Studies class, he assumes that
half of the people in his class
don't want to be there. He does
not require attendance of his
students because he feels that
the students should want to be
there.
A member of Wood's Drawing
200 class, Peter Swanson, junior
in cinema and photography,
said Wood is excellent as a
teacher.
"He's very supportive. He
doesn't set a style on us. We can
develop our own style instead 1)[
becoming little Dan Woc,ds
when we leave the class."
John Gray, sophomore in art,
agreed with Swanson.
"He has a real great
reputation and I feel he lives up
to it. He's really professional
and organized."
Wood teachE!$ his students
"that they can affect their own
lives and the society. that they
are living in," and that too
many are caught up with the
"I'm only one person" idea. He
tries to get across that they can
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Editor says newspaper helps
meet needs of gay comm,unity
8y John Racine
Staff Writer

ART from Page 8
make a difference and that
individuals do make change. He
said history barks this up.
"I try to make people aware

Calling the gar community an
"invisible minority," gay

~:s~ra~~to~~~d lh~liS~:!
concept of being a community is
crucial to homosexlJaIs gaining
a sense of belonging in society.
"Having a community atmosphere is the only way we
can survive," the 26-year-()ld
editor of the St. Louis-based
Gay News-Telegraph said.
"There is a certain level at
which the community could
work. If you want a dance,
somebody IS going to have to put
on a dance.
.
"A simple consciousness can
go a long way," he said. "If we
have community, or at least the
concept of a community, then
this basic and important fact
can give us a sense of
belonging."
Raising the consciousness of
the gay community has been
one of the main goals of the
newspaper, he said.
Thomas said that a primary
function of his monthly, free
distribution publication has
been to aid in the development
of ideas. "It's important to
impart self-knowledge and J
didn't see that happening in our
area." he said.
There was another newspaper .
in S1. Louis that served the gay .
community. That publication,
however, was more of an entertainment guide and did not
address issues that face its
readership, Thomas said.
One such issue has been gay
civil rights.
Denying that the aim of the
GN-T was political, Thomas did
indicate that the overall goal of
the newspaper is political in
nature.
"You have to remember that
there is more to r!litics than
just passing laws,' he said.
"Coming out is probably the
most important political
political act that a homosexual
can do," Thomas told 32 people
who assembled Monday
afternoon in Ballroom D of the
Student Center for the fIrst of a
series of speechs ~nsored by
the Gay and Lesbian Peoples
Union for "Gay Awareness
Week."
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He is currently working on a
book on drawing which he hopes
to have out by 1985. Between
writing his book, reconstructing
his house and teaching, Wood
likes to horseback ride, skin
dive, caflQe, collect antiques,
and rid<! a bicycle. which he
does to school.
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towards art. Everyone should
know about it and apply it to
life." He said art enables people
to lead a better q~.lity of life.

1-1(::u..- 11-(Tequila Sunrise 7 O~

$39.75 ROUNDTRIP
Sta..m.At

finds Americans to be plastic,
artificial and shallow characteristics he said are not
found in the ~ple in Mexico.

tiapp~
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of the possibilIty of li ving. a
higher existence." Wood saId.
He has an "evangelical attitude

Wood, a Carbondale resident,
has spent parts of his summers
in New York for the past 17
years. He travels to Mexico and
~ fond of it because it is inex-

See NEWS, Page 12
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_Landlord-Tenant Union helps both
By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer
m
More than 4,000 studt"nts
search for rental housing for the
first time in Carbondale each
year. This high turnover of
tenants inevitably results in
some bad deals for both
stlJdents and landlords.
In an effort to keep such bad
deals to a minimum, the Landlord Tenant Union of the
Undergraduate Student
Organization is working to
ensure be~ter tenant-landlord
relations.
An'Jy Leightun, director of the
LTU, said the union is focusing
on three main projects it hopes
to accomplish this year.
The bi~est problem facing
the Carbondale student housing
market is the lack of knowledge
of renters' rights and responsibilities, he said,
To remedy this situation, the
LTU is 'pr-tting t.'lgeth~r a
Consumer Awareness Program
to be presented lit nn_ .....d off-

campus residence halis and the
Student Center.
The program will feature a
slide show depicting the types of
housing available to students.
such as trailers, apartments
and houses, Leighton said.
LTU members Jack Cranley,
Rosamond Peach and Hallie
Levine are working on the
photography ior the program.
The program will also include
guest speakers find the
distribution of literature to
educate students on their rights
and responsibilities as a tenant.
The program should be ready
in November, and presentation
will begin later this faU,
LeiJdlton said.
The Off-Campus Housing unit
of Universitry Housing l":!I!I
written "The Off-Campus
Tenant Survival Manual," a;;o..
page book detailing such
aspects of renting as how to
select a rent.al unit, leases,
utilities an~ insurance.
Copies of the manual can be
picked up at University Housing

at Washington SQuare.
Second, the LTV is seeking to
establish a referral service for
students having problems with
their landlords or rental units.
Leighton said the service will be
"students helping students."
Leighton saId the primary
function of the referral service
will be to advise tenants whom
they should .:ontact to solve
their partic.~ar pr.:blems.
The r~~:!r.al service will be
run through USO, and may be
tied in wl.th the USO's "I've Got
A Problem Hotline," he said.
Third, Leighton said the LTU
will continue to work with
parties outside the University
who are concerned with the
student housing situation.
Leighton is serving as LTU
~ilresentative to the LandlordTenant Core Committee, which
was formed last J.me '00 study
the state of r?ntal properti;;:ii in
Carbondale.
Chairman
John Stone,
president of the Carbondale
Real Estate Association, issued

Secretary groups
to meet Jor dinner

p~s~:n~r~~~r~~f~r I~~

temational will host a dinner
meeting with the Mississippi'
Ohio Valley Chapter at 6:30
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. IB, at the
Holiday Inn Granada Banquet
Room.
The speaker will be Claudia
Bodine, board contact from
Kewanee. Reservations may be
made by noon Monday, 'Jet. 17
with Pat Simmons at 453-5388 or

asking that tDey l)e given a
program like affirm;:tive action," he said.
"We don't need a program
like that since we are already
out in the work force," he said.
"We are literally everywhere."
Thomas said he was compelled to begin a gay-orieoted
newsl'aper because "the
Amencan press has not done a
good job of f~('ing the issues.
"The media have a tendency
to deal with gay issues as being
sexually oriented when they are
not," he said. "The electronic
media have done a better job
than the print media as have the
television people done a better
job than those who make
movies
concerninll
gay
lifestyles."
Thcrr:as, who is assisted in the
production of his tabloid format
new8paper by 25 to 30 volunteers,
summarized
the
American media's response to
gay issues as being "not
positive . and rather condescending."
Talking about the National
Gay Press Association, of which
the ('N-T is a charter member,

Thomas said it has some 60
member newspapers nationwide. That, he said, provides an
estimated one-fifth of the
projected 25 million gay!! in
AmerIca with a regional
publication that is targeted at
them.
Some of the nation's iarger
gay newspapers include the
Washington Blade, the New
York Native and the Bay Area
Reporter. The goal of the GPA
is to enhance communication
within the gay community, he
said.
During his 3O-minute speech,
Thomas addressed other issues
such /l.'l the recent spread of
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Svndrome. He described the
fear of AIDS as the most
significant problem facing the
gay community today.
"It's in the best inter~t of
everyone to deal with the
problem of AIDS," he said. "I
would care about the disease
even if I was gay or not. It's not
goin~ to stay in the gay commuruty forever so that means
that it's a human concern."

Carbondale police are investigating the theft of $1,800
worth of camera equipment
from a car .•~onday afternoon
outside National Supermarket,
915 W. Main St.
The owner of the equipment,
Neville Loberg of Car oondale,
told police the theft occurrw
between 4:40 and 5:20 p.m.
Police said the car was apparently unlocketl at the time of
the theft.
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At the September meetin~,
new officers were ejected. This
year the president is Henrietta
l'!illler of Hurst, vice president
is Barbara Peterson of carbondale, corresponding
secretary is Betty Loyd of
Cambria, rccordiJJ..~ secretary
is Debbie Clark and t..'"eaSurer is
Diane Meierkort bob, of carbondale.

Sebago

Stolen were two Mino!ta
35mm cameras and assorted
lenses.

~ GOLDEN SCISSORS OF RICHES ~

~

spected properties whidl would
be available th!'wghout the
city.
The drafting of a standardized i~a;;e available to
landlords ar.d tenants was the
final recommendation of the
cl)mmittee.

Ciunera, lenses
stolen from car

NEWS from Page 10
Thomas, wno established Gay
Pride Week in st. Louis three
years ago, said that the gay
community has been greatly
affected by what he termed a
"regressive and negative"
Reagan administration." He
was referring to the Reagan
Administration.
"The Republican platform is
not one that is conducive to the
rights of the impoverished, of
women and other minorities,"
he said. "And anyone who
thinks that is foolish."
"Things don't always get
better," he said referring to the
gay rights movement. "As I
work in the gay community I
see that we are what the
American ideais stand for. We
are the patriots of the American
dream today, We can show the
world. .
"We are part of a larger
struggle," Thomas, a native of
Alton, said.
Gays, he said, like most other
minority groups. are not asking
for any more rights than a
"straight"' person is guaranteed
by the constitution. "Those in
the gay community are not even

a set 01 committee recom·
mendations to the Citizens
Advisory Council. The CAC will
consider the recommendations
at its next meeting. and thea
make its recommendlitions to
the City Council.
The core cammittee'l! first
recommendation was the strict
enforcement of laws "dealing
with the rights and safety oi the
general public." A.::cording to
Leighton, the problem is not the
lack of laws, but the iack of
understanding and enforcement
of existing laws.
A voluntary property inspection and passed housing list
was the committee's second
recommendation to the CAC.
This program WJuid invite
owner requests for the inspection of rental properties by
city code inspectors.
Upon passage of the inspection, the landlord would be
issued a certificate of C'Jmpliance to be kept ;.t the
property. The property would
also be placed on a list of in-

.
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549-1521. Ask fill' Kathy.

2806Ac34

1980

Special,

YAMAHA

400

Financing Avail

See Doug BUlhur

book••

atN.HW1l.51
Carbondale
or Call
549·3000

Dear C... Iomer:

s - . wfIo " - YOU. " ..... and that _ _ I. confident
tadar
and T.V....
palri need not be m.tIy . - taka for·

-.

..1Imatee.
Sa like that _ _ you " ' - . '
call ALLEN'S T. V. and_.
ALLIII'ST.Y.

k lRa~:
Du~~i.o~e~r,r51 ~'ih,

i

.000. Duplex lots, Cedar Creek

I
I

e:s

co~

1:180 PLYMOUTH CHAMP Hat.

LAKE~

r4arg.~es~nt~~0rJ!:~i'fl =~

I

allto.,

~i~:!.r:~~f~i, \~~a~t l'l~O~~"
best.529-140501'457-4870.2791Aa37

I

L~~:r. n~r~a~~~~

19'16 FIAT 4-DR good condition and
1972 Olds 4-dr. Both cars are g~
~~'1:.ble cars, Fiat 28 mJ¥lifa38

heater1 storage shed, partially
shadea 1<)t, partially furnished,
$3000. 684-2704.
2716Ae42

1971 CHEVY IMPALA,
in
reascnable condition. $300 or best
offer. Call 549-2578 Tues. and
Thurs. from 3 to 6 p.m. 2824Aa34

ENCYCLOPEDIA,
36 VOLS.
Funk &. wagnal~ $55 11 Vol.

~~r5~pedia ~f ~'~1fJs

I

1969 WINSTON 12x52 partially'
furnished, fully carpeted.J 1'>2 I
baths, drapes, storm winaows, ;

~~t~i~~~'&'lId ~=nd~~: I

1971 CHEVY VANs.a6 cyl., runs
good, $250, 529-9144.
pm

684-3724 after 4:30p.m.

2727Ae34 i

i

1970 12x50 HALLMARK Mobile

, 73 AUDI FOX, 32 Dlus mpg. Runs,
great, very clean, $lli5o, afrer 5:~.1
529-2942.
2839A8'I4l

1977 14x70 CONCORD. Thre.,
bedroom, c~ted, d&;pliances,
'17 MUSTANG II Hatchback, 4
g:.at cooditioo. Moved free. $8500.
oTtCb::.l~~ent con·
3414.
M88Ae35
~
8x31 MOBILE HOME. Pleasan
-,7-1-B-U-I-C-K-L-eS-A-B-R-E-,-ai-r-c-on. ~'!!-~C~ ~~ ~~i4~ or best

pm., 529-1433.

I

2835Aa35

INSTANT CASH
For Anything ot
Gold Or Silver
Calns-Jew.l, f-e ......1.....ltc.

J&J Col. aD S. 111451~6I31

2825Ae35
12x65 WITH LARGE addition, new

~~~~ ",,,,ga~~~~o~~~~1

-STEREO '" SPEAKERS •

=

PHASE LINEAR 400 Power Am~,

~~~pre-am~:i3

COMPLETE

CAR

STEREO

mt;:it ~·~:iddi&:!.. cg::t~:
fOil:' speal:;rs antenna fower
~~~~er, $200. 549-1332. ~l;li
ATARI,

WITH 7 Cartridfces,
t¥~ arK! paddles. N~f~

cy:l., 39.000 mile3, $2500 or best
offerB457-2134 ()I!' !i49-4487, after 5

Pleasant Hill T. C. , ..29-4586. ]
284gA

pm. 2843Aa39
1980 GRAND PRIX, silver with
black top. Good ~ mileage,

CARBONDAlE. VERY NICE 1
SPEAKERS, TECHNICS PRO
SB7000A, 3-way monit.:;r, very
Sunrise l2x56, gas heat. cal1!4'!t,
located at Wildwood M. H. 'P.
~:e ~¥-~l£~n, $440.0~~~gt
~!Mf' Must see to app~~'A-:r .

exc:t'Uent condition.

~1Aa39
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CARBONDALE
AREA,
2BEDROOM and 3-bedroom fur·

:,sh~ts~:':il:~1'ofa~~~~~

~:s.on Old ill. 13 westB~&~

Mu.lcal

6-BEDROOM
FURNISHED
HOUSE, 2-baths. a blocks from
campus. Will rent to group or
~r::5. Absolutely no ~'tIf~

FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS!
E~rienced ~rformer teaches all

CARBONDALE.

COUNTRY.

~4fh:~ss~f:.' ~~~=s c\~'rc~~ :cfe~I. ~e~~~~'Jr';:~IJli
Call 637-4960.

2540An40

PA'S FOR RENT $30 and up Sound
Core l.'J.usic and Studios. COmplete
mush: store with unbelievable
¥riC~ on the Island in Carbondale,
15 S University, 457-5641 ..255.0~

FOR RENT.

Electronic.

Tu~
~~~~'s1~~"2~'. Needs~~ ~1fi~~~6d~er~p~~i:~a~~
J
2678Ag34

2M4Aa33

190/8 FORD FIESTA Hatchback, 4-

I
I

Now Renting fDl' Fall and Spring.
Efficienci.. ond 1 bedraam opts. No
pel•• laundry facilili ...
Pyramlcb
(2 blks. ,,"om CampuI)
'16S••_II ....
549-2454 457.7941

..

1:~:r~~~.~:lfs7~~~f&'

collect 1-314-:!6:I-1352.
2690Ae36
10X50 NEWLY REMODELED with

B2804Aa34

~~.'!i~Kre, n~. ~fl:rter vi:~

Supplle~

Vehicle.
availabr.-mJi,ooo or best offer. 90
percent fmancing available at 12
REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE·
'75uYp~~~M!~~on~~:i~~~' d~~\Y
percent over 10 year term. Phone . Great beer cooler. $35 or best offer.
549-3002 af~r 5 pm for, arr.ointment
~er over f26oo. Evenin~s.82Al34
5492856Af35
Call 867-2949.
to see. TIus IS a bargam ...
2374.
-".
B2726Ad40 i NICE ROUND DINING Table with
removable Ie s.
offer! ! I WINNEBAGO MQ~OR HOME.
Mobile Home.
I Please Call ~2877Best
between 5-6 I ~ 6, good condit :on. ~:i'ti
CARBONDALE. AVAILABLE 12
pm.
~7Af35
~,~a~~=.~~~~

• 76 KARMANN GHIA • con·

;;r~!>J~~o~ ~~~9~\:'~~: 53&-

itloo,'\:;t

I Pet. &

!

I

I

~~f&'n~~'~~~ H~~ ~!~ h~~~

t~~:fi~t ~~~o~~~ ~:~

en~ine,

next to Picks LiQuor.

I

rI

2786Aa34

, 74 NOVA-5S, 350

I

549-4833

2-bedraornl. carpeted. furnllhed
cenlral a/c. _ter & trash plok·up
Walk to campul. A""Uable fail and
spring. Call 0457 ·3321

i

~~7~~daS;t2340 an~~:21

1969 CHEVY C-I0 '>2 ton. Standard
transmission. Six ~Iinder. Topper. $1250, 549-3429, ter 5~Aa34

6161 a.m. or after 9 p.m. 'Zl97Aa35
1970 PONTIAC CATALINA.
Automatic, ps, pb, excellent
gin g d appearance $550 or
~st :(fer~457-5437.
. 2796Aa35

i

i

Y!'d!:Sr. P8oor g
mileage. Asking $6950. 549-2'754
after 5' p.m.
2773Aa35

1975 RABBIT 4 speed good
dition. $1100 OBO. 457::&166.

any quantity
good while supply jOlts
Pldcsllectronla

2779Af35

, , SPIDER WEB. .. BUY and se
used furniture and antiques. South
on Old 51. 549-1782.
B2766AfSO

Elyptlan Ar'IM Apt.
4145. Wan

oad, $5~-$8,OOO. Also nice 3
AKC REGISTEnED POODLE
bedroom, vesoto FMHA financing.
MOVING.
. MUST
SELL. I Cl:~es, read/J Oct. 15, white with i
Will com;ider financing ana
~. spots, 100. 529-1584~r~
reasonable offers until Sept. 25, I Sp.eed~ueen dryer,ct50; wooden I
tables, 1~; antique ina cabinet,
Hou.e.
1983. Norman Hall, 549-8505.
$75; Cormng stove, $250. 5~~f3s
B2337Ad33
DOG
GROOMING
CAR· HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you
BONDALE. Pick·u,>, delivery. find a rental! For free Be: -vice call
ALTO PASS, SMALL M"dern BREAKFAST SET WITH four
Professional,
aIr
breeds, 529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of
!
reasonable prices. Pet Supplies Diederich Real Estate. B2399Bb35
available. Austins', 529-1118.
~~~~~;:;~aJ;i:he~~,k~~:
2831Ah5~
o ta~le lam~, $35-pr. Recliner.
~~~~~f~~~oU:e ~6
$55.00. 1-724-4.
2821Af34
~c~Z~Yg~~~, ~At~ll~~ie.
. ~7.~f~~fl?tB=-5917, 529-3866,
Bicycle.
creeks, spn!Jg, cave, bounded over I SMITH CORONA PORTABLE
50 percent by forest preserve in
RAYSPORT SUPER CORSA ~1
2-BEDROOM
FURNISHED
tl:,~.c867~ter, Excellent,
D. B., 23.5". Full Camj)!lgnolo,
2820Af36
HOUSE, 2 blocks from SIU. 457.7
i
"B2691Bb16
f~~ve=s~ll for deta!B47r~ 8849.
with bath plus mobile home P!ld I WHEEL CAR LIFT for van. Sell or
$75,000. 9J)ercent financing . trade. 1-993-2000.
2819Af36
BEDROOM TWO people
.available. Will divide house bam,·
WO:'4EN'S TEN SPEED bike, , THREE
need one more. $109.50 per ~n
and other bUildin~s, 35 tillable
~od condition, $50 or best offer,
BEAUTIFUL 4-POSTER BED all
includes heat and water. FurII Amanda after 5:30 p.m. ~~ nished. Available October 1st.
wood, full·size with rails and si~
~i~~~7,500. Ca cOlle~lall $75,
8288.
2803Ai
1-98lHi064 eve.
2830
Located next to new Kroger's.
(West side of town). 457-4334.
CltAB ORCHARD
40 acres'l LADIES' SUEDE COAT, mid·
Recreational
B2732Bb47

1981 BUICK CENTURY. Excellent
W

1979 FORCES SAILBOAT. 14' all
fiberglass. Excellent condition.
with trailer and some. extras. TakE:
best offer. 52!H370.
2784Af34

8114.

m

~~~~i~~"

TDKSA-90

t2.I.each

w.':;r'l:~~~p~",l'.~~.~~,~'l'roo J
each. call now while they last. 549-

TO SETTLE ESTATE. Newer 3bedroom, Unity Point $48.000.

Now laking Fall and Spring canlracts
for efficlencl... , bedroom and 2 bedroom apt. 3 blocks from Campus. Na
pels.
GI.n Wllllo .........to ..
510 S. Unl_nJty
457.7941 549-2454

_L..-..........

39601. ~OD orders call1-60Hl351065.
2668Af45

Excellent
condition. 12xl4Sx24 box. $150 or
best. 457-7127. Ask for John.
2706Af34

Real E.tate

i
!

COUNTRY PARK MANOR
EFF·$I35
I·Bed. $160
9 & 12 month contracts.
30 doy contracts also
available.
All with Private Bath.
A/C. and Kitchen Fac.
Newly Remodel.td
Slightly higher .
NO Deposit with
Approved Credit.
Call 529-17"1
SECURITY PATROLLED

. . . c:ondIIIanaI-"Y.and ....

I SEARS WOOD STOVE.

;

becauM._

Imc.<• ...,al,. for .... and In :uhouri. I offer HI·Tech knowledge. a

~~id·B~~·l7.XJ-ioo~~~~~ti~

I

"

fr~5'.ft'?~u~~:€J

COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS!
HARVARD (fn7,).Yale (whi~)Princeton
navfi)·Dartmouth
(kelly)-North Carn ina (It. blue)·
USC (wJ>!te)-others. $12.50 each

KE 125 KAWASAKI, 1981, recenUy
serviced, excellent condition, low
J!l~~a!e';! $500 O. B. O. lli9rc~'

WoodruH Services
"57·3321

"'-~~=-::.-~ lit. ~~~~1~'':'''~

FIREWOOD OAK " Hickory. 1987-2468 01' 1-987-2840, after~
JENNY'S ANTIQUES '" used
furniture, Carbondale. Buy and
sell. Old Route 13 west. Tum south
Midland Inn Tavern, go 3 miles.
549-4978.
B2409Af38

2838AC42

·iUppli!~~ke. tralnlng.

ASK US HOW YOU CAN
NOW HAVE AN AFPLE FOR
AS um.e AS $90.00 A MONTH
WITH THE APPLE CREDIT PlAN.

I

~:1iJg:S~Ia~ &8,~~I~~~~ion,

Perflld for mature praf..llanal.
800+ Iq. ft. In a 2 bedr<Y.>m aport"*It. Air ~. patio or balcony
ImClge. Llf/ht...t. off,"tr. .t porklng.
separate lock"ble Itorage. (able
TV. localed behind Carbondale
Clinic. $35O/ma. Now showing.

SEE US FOR

MI.cellaneou.
I

;

Appl.,IBM & Osborn.
Mlcrocomput.rs

i

~: &2~~' Yamaha~~33

--

PA~K TOWN APTS
CARBONDALE

457·7009

12XSO 2 Bdrm .• avail. immad.
$3995

=sa'~~:~p.~.beSI. B~-9s~~
WINDJAMMER

'j

12XSO 2 Bdrm .• tied down.
ur.derpinnad. furn.. set on
spacious lot.
$2995

dafhree or Four Oay5-8 c:t!nts, per:
ward. per day.
Five Ibm NIne Oays-7 c:t!Dts per

PROFEssioNAL PERSON TO
rent :urnished apartment in quiet
private home. All utilities furnished. Close to SIU. Call 457-8590
after 5.
B2817Ba35

A.1 TELEVIS!ON
SALES
REPAIR
RENTAL
T. V_RENTAL $4!WEEK
SALE ON ALL NEW ZENITHS
USED COLOR T.V.'S fOR SALE
$160.00 UP
T.V. REPAIR FREE ESTIMATES
715S.ILLINOISAVE.

10)(50 2 orSPKIAL
3 Bd"" .• tiad down.
underpinned.
$1995

Motorcycle.

Two Days-B cents per want, per

FOR SALE

I Apartment.

CLEAN, QUIET, ONE bedroo
apartment.
Available
im·

I W~~b~~e?~.~~o Y:Ji~~S:

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in

~~~i;e. f!~?:lor~fdi~~:~~she~n:

~ff6~~.'~s:,:.:~~~i:a~~
:~=
B2767Ba48

5790.

TWO
BEDROOM
UN·
FURNISHED or will furnish.
8!liet, ~CiOUS, near Carbondale
54~~2s. e or two grads o~~~
BE READY FOR wi.lter, 2

r:~:~':d.af~::m~~t lr~~m~~~t

Gosa Property Manag~~~\-

~=: Immediately a;:I~~

SUPER,

2 BEDROOM.

~~s '1=~nelg.

central

f:::Jte, a~
Call 549-3637 evenings.
2836~b37.

MoblleHome.
NICE TWO AND three bedrOom
mobile homes. Lease required. No
pets. 549-5596 after 5 p.m
S2297Bc33
12'

WIDE

TWO-BEDROOM;

~::;t~:~;inSo~~~"l'~~
4(Tr1.

.

2499Bc40

1981 ONE AND Two bedroom
nicely furnished, energy savinIcampus. Sorry, no~iB~

=.

§&t~f!" 1~Pl!~ I?25 crom~:

non:t waster money, call us, 529-

4444:

B2659Bc45

r~dR~~L:e~~o~!.;,I~!~Ob~~~~~

furnished. central air, natural gas.
underpinned anchor~ close til
~~. and University ~40~

Mobile Home.
TWO REDROOM COMPLETELY

furn\shed, air conditioned, anchored and underpinned. good
condition. Located in Lakewood
Park subdivision east of Carbondale. $t45-month. Phone 5496612. 549-3002 alier 5pm. B2724Bc48

3RD ROOMMATE FOR a 3bedroom trailer. $80 P~IIS one-third
: utilities and reposit.
2845Be37

TYPING . THE (:FFICE. 409
West Main Street. 549-3512. 2431E36

M·F WANTED for large 2I OLDER
bedroom house, 4 miles south in

NEED A PAPER typed' IBM
Selectric. Fast &I accurate,
reasonable rates. Guaranteed no
errors. 549-2258.
24ssE37

i

country w-barnJ. fireplace. Pets
okay. $l25-mo. 54:#-3501. 2823Be37

Duplexe.
IFEMALE
WANTED TO sl>::re

7859.

CARBONDALE.

:rel~~~I~O ~~:JnPo
:~i~ti~~IYBl~I~P~~60n~1'!~

B267SC46

~~~~tHi~:~:ttiocaPf~ :~

King's (nn Motel. :i'25 E. Main,
Carbondale. Or call 529-9336 for
B2717CSI
appointment.

RESPIRA?"'-'RY TECHNICIANS.
IMMEDIATE full-time and P!lrt-

'I

I. AIM DESIGN Studio-garments

I

=~~lu~·
seir~t~ag~~~~
many sizes available, low monthly

!

.
I

=~~t~)::!~~b4~~~~.00. AMA approved Respiratory , THE HANDYMAN - PAINTING,
Therapy SclJool. Excellenl salBn',
2814Bc36
glazing, drywalling, electrical,
fringe benefits and working
1 BEDROOM, NATURAL g!lS\ A-, conditions. Coniact: Personnel
c:~:~~r.A11 j::g!il!.~e :.a~~~:
C
de' ed
h I tea'
Department, SI. Elizabeth's
~ality work. Reasonable rates.
F~~~tM.1~~. C!S:rfs7:m~ m Hospital, 211 S. Third St.;]. 1 457-7026.
2765E46
2833Bc42 . Belleville, IL. 62221 (618)234-21m,
-----______
ext. 1493.
B278SC39
PAINTING INTERIOR
EX·
Guaranteed professional
~~~Ie ~~es.TV~hJ'~o~ PIANOIST TO PLAY Cont. Gospel r TERIOR.
quality. AI Raila, 529-4868. 2790E50

~~~~~~~E:~~~ble.

=c'k

,

~.I~e~~~ii:'62976 in~

Apartments
Mobile Homes
Furnished & Air Condo
No Pets

457--4144.

2144PSI

~:::l~:~~:~~~.
~1~~:
.
_
2761P34

2847E36

TYPING - 90 CENTS per page.
~~.per and title page.~~~

---------

WORRIED ABOUT
PREGNANCY? .

OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMERYear round. EuroJe S. Amer.,

F
:1~ra~~nt~Si~·slkts1:i~:
~

info. Write ~ Box 52-IL-l Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
2822C51

FREE BUS
TOSIU

NEED A RELIABLE Student to

r:u:sr~ ~~~~~~:tJ~!r3s"i:
fMM,'"!'

e Laundromat
e CAQLEVISION

l::our area. GoOd pay. Write Room
S. Dearliom, ChiC~

e1 or 2 baths

BLIND STUDENT NEEDS a I'
reader. Will pay. 549-4201. 2848C34. ..~IC=
REGISTERED NURSES, FULL
and part time, all shifts. Can for I

e 2 or 3 bedrooms
e$l45-$360

,~~i~~e~~Jea~:,i~

Oiily2mll.

__iiiiiii!:liiiiiiii_..,

!

Lewis Lane, Carbondale, IL 62901.
529-53S5.
2853C37

North of C..... pus.
Singi. Rates
Avaikrbl.

SECRETARY
1 PART·TIME
. NEEDED 3:45 to 5:45 Mon .•

i ~.::ra\e. fWo I:~~~~~ ei:cefi:i

·.....LI.u.j
~

RIDERS WANTEO __

:t::ab~~ fo~~ll1ee~I~nel::gi::

549-8589.

PART-TIME CONTRACTUAL
MAINTENANCE man in exchange
for rent. Electrical'I£lumbing,
~=?' exJ>er!ence. efefi:1~

457·4422

~

LARGE variety.

r04uc~tla~~·~~ay, Oct. 7, ~35

=~~ie ~Gi :h~e :~r~~·:a~
Chaple C. M. E. E. Church, P. O.. NEED A READER? Services for

ROY AL RENTALS

-

YARD SALE

. RIDE' • THE STUDENT Transit"
rates, for more info, call 529-1133.
B259600 I ~~Ji;:e~e~dJ~~~b~.!u~s
TERM PAPERS,
THESES, :
Dissertations, resumes, report ; ~~r~=dSu~~::.t~.tr~J~
projects, etc., (IBM electronic: :!:~~~ ~~~~~.;~-:rb~
eqwpement) call 549-6226. 2636E45 ! 12:30pm Thursdays (Regular
roundtrip). TIckets may be
TYPING
SERVICES.
EX- , $49.75
purchased up to three weeks in
Ticiet sales outlet at 715
~~~~~~~~~~a~~f:e~ S.advance.
University Ave. on •• The
~:r~~~~~~' AC~:ik Island", open Mon. thru Thurs.

~~~~~~:i::der~~"u~PorDN:i
time. Dancers: $5.00 per hour.
Strictly le~itimate-ty~e en·

I time openings for a graduate oC al1

YARD SALE - 10 years of
•• Junque" 403 Emerald, Car=ale. Friday &I Saturda~~~

CARBONDALE TO 51'. Louis
Carbondale to SlJI:!!Igfield,
~~t~~o~~rf~~"!~~r:.::s~ i $18.25;
n.. $18.10; Carbondale tv Chicago
529-3998.
2603E421 $31.70;
Carbondale
to
aloomington
J , IL $25.~; CarSTOR-N-LOCK
MINI I bondale to Inaianapolis,
IN $42.80.

emergency calls. Reply to Box

CARBONDALE. 2 MILES Nortb
Ramada Inn. Furnished, 2

AUCTlONCi &. SALES

for the best. Call Dr. Soot liaglc ,
Chimney Sweep. Certified Memller I
::,. C. S. G. cartervi1l~~ I

sJ'Illinois
Jtlfi i&rn~~t~~~~~~da~~
62901.
2674C36

n., 62901.

'UCAHD_ ........ O'lUllOIHG

~b~~~k·.~
~1<!~i~L£
SUN 2·5<34

2529E43

~~~:~rt ~~~!o ~~m:Y ~;'

.-

TOW TRUCK DRIVER. Ex·
~rienced, some mechanical work.

HANDY MAN,

SE,II'A·HOlMES·TOP XXXSTAIiS

i~~kW¥G t~iYJ;.fn~ATIO~~d
~~,~~\iOr~~~tJ~~ll82M~i~
10am~pm, Monday-Satu:.ty. 457-

2

bedroom C"'/'Dished, spacious,
duplex, 6 blocks from camp!.!s.
$150-month. ~~J05, _ _~~f34 •

HElP WANTED

ADULT
:':~A!!f.~lo
IIENTAL5-VIDEOSHOWS'<!!)

1 t~~'.~~e\'::~~a~~T~~t~j,
Murphysboro, IL62966.
2863C39

'HWY 51 NORTH

s..9-3OOC)

SERVtCE~

OFF

IO

--------

-

WANTED"
HARD TOP FOR a Jeep CJ7. 529-

5886.

_

FOUND

__ 2794F3S

.

•

DAVIS
CONSTRUCTIONANYTHING from a hole in your

roof to a whole new house. Insured,

references, Cree estimates. 4578438.
~E~
NEW SIGMA PHI Epsilon
Fratp.rnity House- 4 extra rooms
for ind~ndents. $145-month. Ask

TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes tran·
scribed. Termpapers, theses·
dissertations, bOOk manuscripts,

~1~llte~~85~' P~IMJ:i

~n~ii!;:i~~~~~~~~~'

KING'S INN MOTEL 825 East

~~:.e!t~57-=~:~ri~~~~:

NICELY FURNISHED SINGLE
room. 1'-2 blocks from campus.
All utilities included. CaU 549-5596

for appointment of informa=E36

after
NICE 5:00.
ROOM, CLEAN, B2808Bd51
furnished"
near campus. 609 S. Poplar.
Sublease
now!!
Call
Melody:
529- .
~71 between 5-6pm.
2854Bd3S

457-1370.

2022133

!tge~w;b~f!v;~~~:.;.~o:i~.S~~

5222.

2723147

ANNOUNCEMENTS
I;;;;~;i;~~~~!~~~~~~!~~~~~~

It's time to plan your fall

HAYRIDE
at

I

SHARE TWO BEDROOM a~rt- 'I
ment in house near campus. Call I
529-2355 after 10 pm.
2623Be43
FEMALE NONSMOKER WAN·
TED
to share large, beautiful:
~me in carbondale, SUO-mo. 457-

~:I::l~Rf~~:7~.qU~~~

~Wdre':s~~~?!sr~:h!~~

HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC
hayride and bonfire fun for all
CARS PAINTEI?. AREA. $ISO.' ~~~oofbeats, 457-4370, ~~
Rust repaired. IW ~t ~ran- .
teed. Lacquer $250. side moldings.
BALLOON BOUQUETS $12.50 ...

=:nS£~lsbo_n~I~::':' ~.~:

2610.
2878Be39
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED, male

_

23S1E33

doubles per week. Daily maid
service, C-A, all utilities Curnished call 549-4013.
2584Bd42

Roommate.

ENTERTAINMENT.
HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAILS!

.

.

Paul Leland's beautiful

·WOLF CREE'K RA''N'CH
for

call

LOVE-IVY. TROUBLE
JAWS, DAN. SCOTT
AND DAN.
P.5. What do you use
that nose for

HAPPY 21st

PETER. WOOOOTI

'Dreum Maker'
details car woes
of De Lorean firm
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
DMC-l2,
the
futuristic.
stainless-steel dream car of
John De Lorean, was doomed
even before it went" into
production, say the authors of a
new book on the auto executive
published just before the
opening of his cocaine trafficking trial.
"When ....e started this book
we had 4uite a degree of
sympathy for John De Lorean,"
said Ivan Fallon, financial
editor of the London Daily
Telegraph, who with James
Srodes, a Washington-based
reporter,
wrote
"Dream
Maker: The Rise and Fall of
John Z. De Lorean."
"We accepted this was a
great man who had somehow
gone wrong. We certaiilly didn't
start out with any feeling of ill
will toward John De '..orean,"
Fallon said.
The thesis of "Dream
Maker," which barely touches
on the drug charges against De
Lorean, is that the project was
doomed because the DMC·12
was a poor imitation of cars that
had preceded it and not the
unique super-car touted by the
58-year-old De Lorean, a fonner
General Motors Corp. vice
president.
The book, which draws
heavily on stories from disaffected De Lorean employees,
accuses the automaker "f
shabby
management
',f
finances and a lack of concern
about making his project
succeed.
"I'm not saying he didn't
want the car til succeed," said
Srodes. "But he didn't devote
the time to make it succeed."
De Lorean's lawyer says the
book presents a false picture
and denounces it as "a hatchet
job.
"It's what I call the feeding
frenzy," said De Lorean attorney Howard Weitzman. "I~'s
like sharks going after an m·
jured fish.
.
"We did not see the book until
it was already published or we
would have tried to stop it."
said Weitzman. "We intend to
sue them."
The authors contend the
DMC-12 was fairly mediocre,
not the revolutionary, rust·
proof, safe and economica~ car
it was supposed to be. Instead,
the automobile turned out to be
less-than comparable to a
Lotus, another expensive sports
car. The DMC-12 was unsafe
when crash-tested, too heavy,
shoddily made and too ~x
pen!'ive. Fallon and Srodes saId.
They also ch'lrge that the De
Lllrean failed because it was a
second-rate car and De Lorean
did not care enough to see that it
was first·rate. They say he was
concerned only with what
, money he could get from the car
company, not the design,
construction or progress of the
car that bore his name.
The De Lorean Motor Co. was
launched in 1978 in Belfast,
Northern Ireland with the
financial help, estimatpd at $130
million of the Britisl. government. At its p€ak. the company
employed 2,600 workers ~o bu!ld
the $25,000 sports car, primarily
for the U.S. market.
The company's original sales
goal was 20,000 cars a year, but
by May 1982 only 7,000 had been
!>uilt and 2,000 were unsold. It
went into bankruptcy last year.
The authors concede they
have portrayed De Lorean i~ a
negative light but they say ,t's
because they couldn't find much
good to say about him.
"There is no other side to
John De Lorean," Srodes said.
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Campus Briefs

I5STHbIta
1 - II'ICI cnfII 17 eont.mpt
• Cowboy
81 IonIIr
leggtngl
!II 110 home

ALPHA ETA Rho, aviation
frternity, will meet at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in the MiSSissippi
Room.
A PRESENTATION on
career· opportunities in social
science will be g;ven by a
placement specialist at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Faner 1004.

108lndbMlc

14 Tranetw

14 carbon
18 Allan oapItaI
11 Clp/lw
17 Not wortc.ng
1. Girt"""'"
2Oar.t1le

II Run any
II Stuff
87 O;IeI
II HoIlowi
18 N~ "'rub

~ ~ueI DOWN
21 NegetIve

H81Je1tllkl

THE SOCIETY for the Advancement of Managem"nt will
meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the
Illinois Room. A representative
from the Arthur Anderson
Company will speak on career
consulting.

n

ClaIIIfIecI

1 Hebrww lyre

2 Flak. .,
3 Young 'Unl

Representatives from
colleges and universities in
Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana and
Missouri will discuss their
schools during a Regional
College Fair from 10 a.m. to
noon Wednesday in the Stucent
Center.
The fair is designed to give
area high school and community college students a
chance to learn about colleges
and universities they might be
interested in attending, ac·
cording to Debbie Perry of the
Office of Adm!ssions and
Records, sponsors of the annual
event.

puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on p age 10.

Ceaed

84 HIIlO lire

4

I MUIIc: group'

31 Dub'QUI

8 Rabbitt

21 Kind of duck 41 Tranquilized

31 D.O.!'
at ~"on city
41 ThaHIIId

7 Phil
1 B8rd

21 Supine
30 Dry

a......

THE AMERICAN Association
of Airport Executives will meet
. at 5 p.m. Wednesday in the
Ma!:kinaw Room.

To day's

361JIfM of Old

9 see nymphl
rtwr
10 Rod .
42 Alpine . , .
11 CII1VIIII
44 T~
12
45 NyIon8
13 Recllptton.
48 Intennle8ion 18 Supply
48 BowlIng reate 22 Do-r..ml
50 Greek letter 24 GemuUl city
51 Whl'-ter 28 Ranc:r....

A MEETING to discuss a trip
to the Bahamas will be 1>eld by
the Egyptian Divers Scuba Club
6 p.m. at Pulliam Pool.

Fair focuses on colleges, universities

31 Singer
32 Cancel
33 Force unltl
38 EdHor', word
39 Havtng wtngs
40 Anlmat..
43 Eurlpldee
work
45 Food ftsh

I"

49 "Non.-,. .

52 EIpouM
53 Club
54 SubmH
55 Impel"_
51 Garage 58 Atmoephere
59 Danube
feeder
60 Verne hero
63 Negative

WOMEN IN International
Development will meet at noon
Thursday in the Thebes Room.
CLASSES ON common intestinal disorders will be given
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on Thursday
and Oct. 13 at the Carbondale

AffAIRS...

549-1510 H':;~',~'

IlflerHalional1ashioJfs

BLEUFLAMBE
TUES. NITES
WED. NITES

75¢ Jack Daniels (Starts at 4:(0)
2 For 1 Spaedraits (Starts at 6:(0)

We Now Have "Big Screen" T. V.
ADVISEMENT appointments
for journalism majors for
spring. semester have been
announced. Seniors only may be
advised now through Oct. 14 on
a walk-in basis, no appointment
needed. Juniors, sophomores
and freshmen may sign up for
appointments beginning Oct. 10
in Jane Wilson's office, Communications 1216.
STUDENTS FOR Amnesty
International Group 152 will
meet at 7:45 p.m. Wednesday in
the Saline Room. The agenda
includes Human Rights Day,
UN Simulation and Prisoners of
Conscience.
MOVE, Mobilization of
Volunteer Effort, will have an
agency fair from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Wed.'1.esday, Thursday and
Friday at the south end of the
Studert Center. Studerats may
sign up for volunteer work at
various community service
agencies in the Carbondale
area.

HAPPY HOUR

SIU-C student
beaten by six 1l1f:'!I't;
ID, license taken
An SIU-C student was treated
and released from Carbondale
Memorial Hospital Thursday
night after he was robbed and
beaten by six men on the northeast side of town, according to
Carbondale police.
Paul W. Wolf, 22, of Carbondale, reported the incident
to police at 4:30 p.m. Friday. He
said the incident occurred at
9:45 p.m. Thursday as he was
walking home from Air Waves,
109 N. Washington Ave.
Six black males approached
him, he told police. One man hit
WoH in the face while others
took his driver's license and
student identification card. He
was not carrying cash.
Police said WoH required six
stitches in his face.

"I~::=::'
.

~

presents

~-------------------------------, ~

~ 'GOD. GAYS & THEBIBLE";
2:00..5:00p.m. TODAY
Student Center Auditorium

ELECTRA GUITAR
&: EFFECT PEDALS
CRATE AMPS &: PAS
ERNIE BAll SffiJNGS
AEOUAN PIANOS&:

'-"'Iy. '_Uy ciIICOo..tf\'h.

AT REASONABLE PRICESU
Two Convenient LCKatlon.
Downtown iI"d Unlv"Blty Mall

HALLOWEEN

ROCK AND roll seminar part
two, sponsored by Maranatha
Christian Center, will be
presented at 7 p.m. Wednesday
in the Ballroom B.

PROFICENCY EXAMS will
be given for shorthand at 8:30
a.m. and typing at 5 p.m.
Monday in the School of
Technical Careers Room 112. To
register for the exams given by
the Secretary and Office
Specialties Departments,
students may call Ruth Ann
Smothers at 536-6682, ext. 215.

........ tn.m...or the .... ,.,.
700 W. Main Carbondal.

Masquerade Masks, ll9CIrds,
Kits, Costumes. Wigs,
Makeup, etc., etc.

• fOR YOUR

THE
STUDENT
Environmental Center will host a
discussion on saving Thompson
Woods and the Carbondale
clean-up at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in Acti'.ity Room D.

LECTURE
titled'
A
"Fisheries And Wildlife Should
Be Private Enterprises" will be
given by Larry Nielsen,
professor
from
Virginia'
Polytechnic Institute and State
University, at 4 p.m. Thursday
in Lawson 131.

Both pr-ivate anc! statesupported colleges will have
representatives at the fair
Perry said
'

D~~s~::a:~~:b~~~!:'

"

A WORKSHOP on date rape
will be given by Women's
Services from noon to 2 p.m.
Wednesday in Quigley Lounge.

their

Representatives will have
information available on
academic programs, admission
requirements, hou"ing policies.
extracurricular activities and
financial aid opportunities.

"Most students don't have the
time or resources to tra vel to a II
the collcgt:s they are interested
in," Perry said. "By bringing in
representatives of other
schools, we are giving students
t~e opportunity to get some
fIrsthand information that
might help them make some

POETRY READINGS by
professor Judy Little of the
English Departmen. and
student writers Eric Bubs and
Jim McCormack will be
preesented at 8 p.m. Wednesday
in Quigley Louuge.

A WORKSHOP on choosing a
career, sponsored by International Services, will be
given by -lim Scales of Career
Counseling from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Thursday in the Mississippi
Room.

decisions
about
educational futures."

B.A~

:flarbwig's
1foust Df fRusit
HouB

the
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A'nAwarenessWeek1983
Program
E."....'t:~::c:.....' ....a.x:€.~:::tX.a:t....' ....a

Hrs. 80m-20m

December LSAT classes starting
C s'oon in Carbondale
,~~ For information
_~ _KllPUlN'
Call
~ "_lianal enter
529-2014
SPE'lI~lrs~~:I~i~ol~Je

After 4 p.m.

For IntarmaiiOft olDout O1her Cenlers 1ft More Thin 85 Ma",r US Cities & Abroad

Qul<ld. NY SI... CAll TOll FIIU: 100·123·1712

THAI RESTAURANT
(.arm.r.y Plaza Grill)

602 S. Illinois, Carbondale
Phone: 549-2514
Serving

R

American, Thai and Chin... DI.h..
American Breakfa.t Speclallveryday

B
ag

ALL YOU CAN EAT Thai &
Chin•••
LUNCH BUFFET

9

A paIId of mlDlatrln will _
the topic of
.' Homoeexuallty and ChriatierJty. A quesdo&
' OJUi.lIJIIWer _on will be Included.

SOl E. Main
Ph. 549-41141

Mon.·Fri. 8:30·9:30am
4:00·7:00pm

~

t~.~1

wlt!lfr...oup

EGG ROLLS

85$ EACH
OPEN

Savings Plate.
$2.50&up

21A-.
;Monday-Saturday 7am to 10pm
Closed Sunday
....u,:~"blD:lama:J[3a:.c~lr.IIaI:IlZZll:ICKia:ll:azmaa

Forwards give fielders scoring punch
By steve Koul08
Student Writer
In at least six ways, t~am
mates Sharon Leidy and Jennifer Bartley are alike.
Leidy and Bartley play forward and are in their second
year as starters for the SIU-C
women's field hockey team.
Leidy and Bartley are the
quickest players on the team
and come from high schools in
the East. They have been on
SIU-C's track team and have
one year of eligibility
remaining.
SIU-C field hockey Coach
Julee IIIner is counting on one
more common trait - that they
both pick up the slack offensively which was created by
the graduation losses of standout forwards Ellen Massey
and Cindy Davis, the Salukis'
second and third leading gOP.1
scorers of all-time.
"We're in a period between
the last group and the young
group that is emerging and
we're in that transition period,"
said lllner, who directed the
Salukis to a 20-5 record last
year. "I think you'll see some
other personalities emerging as
leaders on the field.
"They might not necessarily
be loud leaders but will make
their presence known, feel
confident in their position, and
that will show in the way they
play."
Among the personalities
emerging as h~aders on the field
are Leidy, who paces the team
in scoring with seven goals, and
Bartley. who is the No. 2 sco~er
with three goals and one assISt.
"Sharon and Jennifer are the
two quickest play~rs we have,"
said IlIner, whose team is 5-4-1
overall. "I would imagine in a
little shorter distance Jennifer
is a little quicker. Going down
the field 50 to 75 yards there are
not too many players that can
keep up with them."
While Leidy and Bartley have
some of the same characteristics, they are different
types of players, according to
nIner.
Leidy is a finesse player while
Bartley is more '.If a physical
player.
"I think of Sharon as a deer
loping across the field, she is
very smooth in her stickwork,"
said Iliner. "Sharon has a few
finesse moves to work on and
once she gets them down she is
going to be unstoppable.
"Jennifer's improvement has
come in the area of close

Sharon Leidy, right

Jennifer Bartley. left

cvrobat. Jennifer has a quicker Springs, Pa., was a three-year
stick, she plays rough, without a ..tarter for Boiling Springs High
smooth kind of motion when she School. Leidy led the conference
.in scoring for two consecutive
pla~d in close."
Leidy, who already has years, was a two-time all-area
matched her season high of selection, and led the team to
seven goals last season and back-to-back 12-4 seasons in her
scored four times as a fresh- junior and senior years.
Leidy chose SIU-C over
man, is the Salukis' ninth alland
Ohio
time leading goal scorer with III Northwestern
Unh{ersity. Two of the variables
goals.
. Leidy is practically a jack-of- which influenced Leidy's
all-trades for SIU-C. She has decision to come to Carbondale
played every position on the were that she could major in
front line except for left inner in two subjects, recreation and
her three-year career. After business, and she has relatives
being rotated at three positions who work for the University.
- left wing, right inner and But it was the SIU-C fi~d
right wing - Leidy has been hockey players she met that
given a permanent spot at left sold her on SIU-C.
wing.
"The thing that got me was
"I like playing forward and I the players," recalled Leidy.
feel comfortable," said Leidy, "That one weekend I just fell in
who notched a hat trick against love with everybody. They were
Toledo last weekend. "After so crazy, they accepted you for
last year I am glad I have one who you were and they made
position now. Alot of times last everybody feel like a srw.:cial
part of the group."
season I was frusterated."
Bartley, who starts at right
One area in which Leidy has
wing, was given a late inimproved is her stickwork.
"I think there has been a quite troduction to the sport.
She was born and raised in
bit of improvement over last
year," said Illr.er. "She came Jamaica and didn't start
back to school and was in ex- playing field hockey until her
cellent shape to start with and I sophomore year in high school
think her stickwork has im- when her family mov~ to the
proved and it is finally catching United States.
In only her second season of
up to her speed. Her stickwork
is still not totally there an the competition, Bartley scored 15
time, but when it happens she is goals and was a second-team
going to be tough."
Leidy, who is from Mt. Holly See WINGS: Pal!e 18
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104 W. Collet-

Parents· Day
Breakfast

2 eggs. hash browns. 3 sausage
links. toast or biscuits
SZ.Zt

Our Special Biscuits & Gra'lJ
8'~

WCIL-FM We comes You
To the

WASH

*

Clothes Pin

aundroma
Next to McDonald's
.
----------

RAMADA INN'S
SOlWI1W:K

CF~

\.AJlI~.,WE~.~EKEN~D~~
oS

Going

A .lIm Pr. . .nt.tlon & DIHu..lon

"0

You know."'" YD. Ht
you know .lIIout
NOUn ................. other ........., eo.... ......
out. An u....... on AIDI will lie IncllMlM too.

vredne.day.Cktoberl

LIVE GO GO Dancers
(From. the Modeling Conpsirocy)
Listen to WCIL~FM Sat: Morning 70.m. to lOa.m.,
for the sounds of the sixties. Relive the 60's ,:.t the
Oasis Lounge Fri. & Sat. Nites. 60's Music, Dri."k
Specials. Hula HOop, Twist, Trivia & Limbo Contests.

7.8:30p.m. Ohio Room

Student Center
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KICKER from Page 20
year of watching was nof
wasted by Miller.
"Last year, I figured most of
the time that I wouldn't get to
play unless Allen was injured,"
Miller said. "I used practice to
try to get myself ready for this
season. "
One of the biggest advantages
of being redshirted, Miller said!
was knowing just what Salulti
Coach Rey Dempsey was
looking for in a placekicke~·.
Obtaining a proper attitude for
the team, learning how to act on
the fi~ld and gaining a year.of·
expenence were also beneficIal
in landing the starl ing role. he
sa!~.
.
..
.
In practIce. kIcklDg 1'1
mostly a one person job,"
Miller said. "1 he whole team
gets a chance t" watch us kic!;.
There's a lot pressure out there,
even th,?ugh iI.'s practice,
because if we :ness up, then
.everybody on the team sees it."

t;oncentration is what 3
kicker has to have every time
he is in the game, Miller said.
"Every single kick, you've
got to have concentration,"
Miller said. "For example, in
the spring I made a 44-yard field
goal. Then I came in later to try
a 22-yarder. I missed it because
I was too relaxed. I didn't have
the pressure on me, so I didn't
have my concentration."
Miller said he still needs work
in a couple of areas in his
kicking game. Hangtime on
kickoffs is important. he said,
and he needs to work on his.
"If you get a good hangtime."
Miller said. "you car: ~y pen
a team back deep ID its
territory. Or we can n'n down
there and hit the retlJ 1 man
and maybe cause him to fumble
the ball."
Every kicker develops a
routine that he follows and
_Miller said his rc-.;tine consists

~from

GOLF from Page ~o

Page 20
Shields of Notre Dame 4-2, 6-2,
6·1.

LeFevre had to switch the No.
6 position around as Roeland
deKort (1-5) injured his back
against ISU's Tony Boma in the
first set. DeKort lost the match
7-6,IH). Scott Krueger (2·4)), also
hampered with a back injury,
played No. 6 against Oshkosh
and Notre Dame and came out a
winner. Krueger was the only
Saluki to win a singles match
against Notre Dame as he beat
Tom Pratt 6-4, 6-7, 7-6.
In doubles play, No. 1 team
Wadmark and Oliquino (5-1)
finished 2-1 for the Saiukis. In
No.2, Coch and Visconti (4-2)
also finished ~-1. In NO.3 Rasch
and Krueger played agair'st
Oshkosh and Notre Dame and
finished 1-1 as they beat
Oshkosh. Rasch and deKort
played No. 3 against ISU and
lost to .lohn Metxger and Jim
Postol 6-2? 4-6, 6-2.

Cyclist wins race
SIU-C Phoenix cyclist Penny
Avgerenos won the women's
division in the Triton . College
road race Sunday in River
Grove.
The race course on the Triton
. campus was a fiat 1 3-mile loop.
CyclISts rode 25 lap.: for a tow
of 32.5 miles.

round 81.
"I got killed by a few bad
holes, like a nine on a par-four,"
she said. "My concentration
Just wasn't there. I lost it when
It was crucial. I was hitting the
ball well and piltting OK, but I
just lost my concentration."
Sophomore Jill B~rtram
finished fourth for SIU-C,
carding a pair of 83s and ~n 80.
The bright spot for SIU-C,
though, had to be Anderson's
.revival.
"I'm hitting the ball the best I
have since the fall season my
freshman year," Anderson

generic

musl feed '"

The circuit for the race will be
the 2.2 mile route starting in
front of the SIU-C Arena ilnd
continuing clockwise around
Campus Lake, bypassing the S
curve.
The licensed race will start at
10a.m. and will provide more of
an exhibition, exposing the
cycling. talent in Southern
Illinois. The women's race will
start about 15 minutes later and

next to Campus McDonald's.
815 S. IlIInoll, carbondale

DAY

Thursday, Oct. 6

WEARWOOL

Fourth, he needs to have a
good follow-through, Miller
said, if he is to be accurate.
"I've got to have a good
follow-through if rm going to
make my kick," Miller said.

Sponsored by the Ewenlflcation _Soci~ty

said. "I'm getting up and down
more, too.
"] worked with the pro at
Jackson (County Golf Course)
on my short game. I ha'/e
confidence in it now, so I also
have confideonce in my long
game. I can just slop uD and nit
the ball.
"I've always played well
during the summer,but I don't
know what happens when I gel
down to school. I know I can get
out and do it now, though, and I
have confidence ir, tile rest of
rfiaS;:~~nd~t;~ ~!w~ni9r year.

WEDNESDJA Y t~IGHT
$ 1 Imported beer
in bottles

ALL NICHT LONC
Yoa mast IHt l ' ,n. old to enter on Tlv.Jrsda, nlghtsl

~

the men's race 15 minutes after
that.

after semester,

the cd1ege ~ frmt Fidelity Union Life
hu been the most accepted, most iIOPular life
prolJ"llm on campulles all ovel· Amuica.

SIU-C police will control
traffic on the race course.
Registration
forms
are
available at the Student Center
in the main solicitation area
Wednesday and Friday and also
Oct. 10 and 14 between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Fon.,--:s have been
posted in the Student Center,
Phoenix Cycles and WCn.. radio
station.
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Kinko's Copies
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The racing classes ari!:
licensed, riding 22 miles, or 10
laps; men, riding 22 m!l~" or 10,
laps, and women, nding 11
tniles or five iaps.

her."
improvelnent.
Bartley is a senior but has one
"I think she has to learn to
play with her head as well as 'Idore year of eligibility and
her skill in college," said runer. plans to use it.
"Her stickwork has improved,
Leidy and Bartley ~aid they
and she has learned a lot about L'"iink highly of lllner.
the game as opposed to what
"J.I.is real concerned with us
she learned in hlgh school."
as people," Leidy said. "She is
Bartley admitted it took her tht: g.'"P.atest when dealing with
some time to adjust to living the team. She makes sure all
away from home.
our problems are taken care oi
"My freshman ~ear I ,!as whether it is school or
homesick," she saId. "Dunng somet!>Jng else."
Thanksgiving vacation I went to
Bartley also said she respects
the hom,;: of my roommate, runer.
Connie Price. They made me
tt] like playing for her
feel like I was at home.
because she is more than a
"Coach Illner knows her coach," Bartley said. "It's not
players individually, which is like you feci you are playing for
L'llportant. When I came here as nothing.
a freshman I was shy. When we
went to Philadelphia (on a
hockey trip) she sat next to me
and that is when I got to know

457·2223

SHEEP AWAREnESS

Find out why

Contolet:

Del Rea
3OOE.Ml!.b
S-.dtcI4
Carbondale
451·3581

in8uranc~

at

Union~fe

-

--

,~k·••

WINGS from Page 17
all-state selection her junior
'lear at Keysport High School in
New Jersey. Her senior year
she led the state in scoring with
35 goals and was a first-team
all-state selection.
DIner heard about Bartley
through one of her former
players, Lynn Dooley, who was
offiCiating games in New
Jersey.
"I would say my fIrSt 5mpression of Jennifer w:."s :ast
and wild," recalled Illner. "She
was not using her speed as an
advantage, she was taking off
down the field and going after
the ball."
Bartley failed ~o score her
freshman season and was
academically inf-ligible ill 1981.
Bartley has mak:hed heor season
total of three goals last season
and Illner is looking far more

dOGumen1 teeder

We've moved . . . . .

Bike race slated by frat
Si~.na Phi Sigma will hold its
first bicycle road race Oct. 23.
The race will be a basic
criterium, which is simply a
road race taking place on a
closed circuit.

SA,\..£ \

copies .~~

of four parts.
First, he said he has to look at
where he is going to kick the
ball so he can start to think
about his kick. Then he has to
make sure he has his number of
ster.s paced off that he will take.
• I don't ever want to change
my steps," Miller said. "If I
change my number of steps,
then I feel out of place."
The third thing Milier said he
does is to make sure the timing
with his holder is together.
"If it's a high snap, I've got to
wait until he can get the ball
down," Miller said. "I've still
got to kick the ball and I have to
make sure I dlm't start too soon
for my approach."
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Nig,erian soccer team downs
Asterics International 2-0
The Nigerian Green Eagles
soccer club of SIlJ-C beal the
Asterics International team 2·{)
Saturday
at
McAndrew
Stadium."
The two goals were scored in
the second half by Sam Nwosu
and Chris Oghondah.
The soccer match was part of
the celebration activities which
marked the ::3rd Nigel ian
National Day Celebrations in
Carbondale.
Speaking after the match was
the president of the Nigerian
Stude"t~ Associatlon, Chris

Obgondah. He thanked the
Asterics for taking the match
with only two weeks notice. He
also expressed thanks to the
Graduate
f'rogramming
Student ('lundl, the International Stucent Council and
to all SIU·C students who helped
in the success (jf the weekend
celebrations.
The Green ~ .. gles of Nigeria
are enteret. :n this ',ear's In·
ternational Stuoents Soccer
season upener at the end of the
month.

Arnold's Market
Fjeld Platter Bacon
1/1Gallon Chocolate Milk
III Gai10n Apple Juice
Party TraV' Available. Call
549-2 n2 for more information.
Located lu.t 1'12 mil•• south of
on 51. Open 7 day. a week, ffG~~::>I:~~~r.::Jl
7amto 10pm

StaIr

Second Baseman Steve DeMarco of the 12-inchers
threw out Tony Mazza of Brown Helmut, whiJe

Ph~to by sco~ ·Shaw

shortstop Brad Burger backed up the play in the
men's A division softball championship.

IntralDural chaDlps crowned
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Starr Writer
Six intramural champions
were crowned in 12-inch softball
last week, the cream of the 157team crop that entered rosters
at the outset of the season.
Brown Helmut clobbered the
12-inchers 14-4 Wednesday to
capture tile men's A division
title. The champions had won
convincingly in the semifinals
Tuesday over Emil's Ear &
Grill to reach the title gal~~.
In the fraternity division,

Delta Chi outslugged Sigma Pi
21-15 in Tuesday's championship game. Delta Chi is the
first champion of the inaugural
frat division.
Ivan Putski ~at Thirer's 14-9
to (Jaim the co-rec A cham·
pionship, and Yin Yang cooled
of Hot Snapper 18-12 in the corec B title game.
In the men's B championship,
the Dead Skunks whipped the
Depressives 12-6, giving them
~~~~~gtea~.ts over 94 B

In intramural tennis action,
Phillip Rebbe defeated Dan
Calandro 7-6, 7-6 to win the
men's open division champimlship. George Skalksy
turned back Mark Johnson 7-6,
6-2 to win the advanced crown.
In the intermediate diviSion,
Dan Gutmann defeated Liddy
Sallum 6-1, 4-6, 6-0 in the
championship match.

Group Starts Thun.,
Oct. 6, 4-6pm for
3 weeks.

You can eqsily learn to:
-manage your stress
-relax your mind & body
-feel good
-improve concentratiOJl
-enhance self-awareness

Call 536..4441 to

teL

LUCinda Jackson won the
women's advanced championship by knocking off Kim
Mirocha in straight sets, 6-3, 6-4.

Ruggers edged by St. Louis
The SIU-C women's Rugby
Club's match Saturday in St.
Louis might have been just
another fish story - about the
one that got away.
Scoring has never been a
dilemma for the SIU-C club, but
st. Louis caused a few problems
for the mggers, claiming a 6-4
win.
According
to
team
spokesperson Maria Erickson,
SIU-C held its own in the first
half of the match, which was
played in stifling heat in Forest
Park. Sill'! !;3id both teams
played stingy dei:mse, until
Shannon Maulding shattered
the St. Louis defense and exploded across the goal line to
put SIU-C up by four points.
According to Erir.kson, the
match wasn't a lesson in
finesse.

"It was a sloppy, penalty
filled game," she said. "It got
rough and out of control, ht:lped
by very below-par officiating.
st. Louis was not a strong
running team. The running
game was producing more
yawns than points. Our defense
never unraveled."
Erickson said SIU-C was
marching into good scoring
position in the second half, when
the ball found it., way into the
hand of st. Louis forwards.
Erickson said a St. Louis player
then threw an u.ilwnistled but
blatantly ilIega! forward pass to
a teammate, who sprinted dow~

the sideline and was stopped
just short of the goal line by a
Kris Stauffer tackle.
St. Louis proceeded to launch
a steady barrage of yardagegaining scrum downs near the
goal line.
SIU-C set up a goal-line
blockade t'"tat turned the St.
Louis drive back time and
again. but with only a few
mim~:es standing between SIUC and victory, a st. Louis for·
ward saw an alley between SIUC players and squeaked through
to touch the ball down.
Add an easy conversion kick
and give the win to St. Louis.

Oasl. Lounge
Pr•••nb

Ladl•• Nlght
Every Wednesday Night

'-US

IO.BlIS~~1
2 HAPPY HOURS EVERYDAY!

LIVE BLUEGRASS

-Free Champagne
-A Complementary Flower and
-Drink SpeCials for the Ladies
Guys & Gals Dancing
Fashion Show
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WAMBLE
MOUNiAIN
RAMBLERS

By the Modeling Conspiracy
o/Herrln

Tim.e .t~fJr Sox fans to make bets
OK, you st. Louis and Chicago
fans, it's time to make some
bets. The Sox w. II be taking on
BaltimQ!'El. Wednesday night, in
wfiat shoiilil De flie fougne.c;l
seri,es thl? Sox will play all year.
If they Wlfl, and I'll bet they
wiD. it's World Series time.
So, its time to do a little
bragging '.bout the Sox. I got
sick of hearing ~lJOut Lonnie,
Ozzie, Georgie, Whitey and
Willie last year when the
Cardinals t'JOk the Series. Now
it's time to brag about r .aMarie,
Freddie, Carltonie, Lreggie,'
Julioie and Rnnnie.
Tell me, CardiJ'.a1 fans, what
happened? Measly fourth place,
that's what. Andujar couldn't
strike out a 12-year-old. Sutter's
split-fingered fa&f.ball rises
now. Porter couldn't throw out
Rick Rueschel trying to steal
trJrd. If the Cardinals and the
Saluki volleyball team were to
play some ball, I'd bet on our
spikers.
You want to do some com:

p:tring? }o'ine, let's compare.
Forsch, Stl!per and AndUjar
can't cumpare to Hoyt, Bannister and Dotson. Flus, we
have Burns. How about
i!.'Okies? McGee and Kittle? I'd
rather have Kittle up there with
two out in the bottom of ninth
and a tie game. We've got four
homerun hitters in Fisk, Kittle,
Luzinski and Baines. The Cards
only had one in Georgie.
One thing I must admit,
though, is that there's no one in
your league that's a better
shortstop th:m Ozzie. Still, one
shortstop can't lead a team. If
last y,~ar's Cards were to play
the '83 Sox, the Sox would beat
them four of five. The Cards
might get lucky and win the one.
Let's do what the Cards fans
did last year. U's time we
Chicagoans start running
around campus with our White
Sox baseball caps, T-shirts,
gym shoes, underwear, banners

year. Yeah, real grief The Cubs
COUldn't have beaten- a AAA
team last year and the ~O;t were
geeking. True Chicago ba~'eball
fans bet with the Braves and the
Brewers and ended up lOSing
their laundry money. But that's
all right now, because it's our
turn to win some bets ..

From The

Press Box
George Pap.,..
and jack~ts. U's time for the
Chicago fans to start telling the
Cardinal fans how great the Sox
are, and how our grandmothers
could play better ball than the
Cardinals. It's time to make
some bets.
It's only fair. Chicago fans
went through a lot of grief last

I was Sitting .. ~ Pinch Penny
Pub the other day drinking a
beer with my friend, Mike, a St.
Louis fan if'n ya ever met one.
Mike bet me five bucks that the
Sox will lose three straight to
the Orioles. I laughed, because
last year I bet my roommat.e,
Chief, another die-hard Cards
fan, that the Cardinals would
lose three straight to the
Braves. As a matter of fact, I
bet him doublEK'r-nothing on
the Brewers. I kISt. But, I lost
with Chicago pride. By the way,
I took the bet h1>m Mike.
Sure, yOu're all reading this

saying, "Hey, isn't this the
chump who wrote the White
Sox-Choke City story last
month?" That's right. So, I was
a litUe pessimistic. How can I
not be after so many losing
seasons. In my life (born in
1962) I haven't seen 'lne Chicago
pennant. If !nat i:m't a good
reason to be pessimistic, I don't
know what is.
That's the way it is, though.
True Chicago f;;ms despise St.
Louis and a true S1. Louis fan

despises Chicago. Only a loser
will take a ride up I-55 this year,
put !lis Cardinal hat in the trunk
and buy himself a Sox cap at
Comiskey Park.
This is what. I'm sayin,; to the
Cardinal fans. If you want to
make a bet against the Sox, go
out and find a Chkago fan. He'll
bet his mother, if he's a true
Chicago fan Besides, he's 'still
in debt from last year and wants
to get even.

records in sight
for first-year kicker

11WO
Hy Jim Len
Staff Writer

It is not easy for a freshman
to step into 'he starting football
lineup for the Salukis. But then,
piacekic,'l:er Ron Miller is not
the typical freshman.
Miller is a red-shirt freshman
who is tied for first in scoring
with 36 points in the Missowi
Valley
Conference
with
teammate Derrick Taylor and
Illinois State placekicker Paul
Politi.
He also could be on his way to
setting a' couple of !ticking
records at SIU-C.
The football season is almost
at its midpoint, but Miller is
more than halfway to h!o team
extra-point rt:Cords.
Former Saluki placekicker
Gregg Goodman holds the
record with 44 consecutive
extra points, from 1969-7L
Goodman also holds the record
for most extra points made in
one season with 32 in 1972.
Miller has made all Z1 e-xtra
points that he has attempted.

He has not been quite so
accurate on his field goal atte:npts, though., He made his
first three tries, but then he
missed when he was wide to the
right on a 39-yard attempt in
Saturday'S 35-28 win over
Arkansas State.
But he said that he did not
miss.
"They robbed me," Miller
said. "I think it was a bad call.
It was about a yard inside the
bar. It was good. I thought it
was good."
Miller, though, said he was
worried at' the time that the
official took away a chance for
SIU-C to put itself into the lead.
"I was thinking when I went
out there to kick the ball,
'Here's another chance to get us
ahead,''' Miller said. "The
official took away a chance (or
us to be in the lead. He was right
underneath that upright when
the ball went by it.
"That call tore me up. Mter I

~:ned~~", IIwn~:Pi:.n~

The SIU{: men's tennis team
traveled to South Bend, Ind.
over the weekl!Od and finished
with a 2-1 record in the Notre
Dame Tennis Invitational.
The Salukis beat Illinois Slate
7-2 and the University of
Wisconsin at Oshkosh 9..() before
being bla.sted 8-1 by Notre
Dame.
Saluki Coach Dick leFevre
said the-weekend was good
experience for his team.
"The boys played well against
ISU and Oshkosh but were
outplayed by Notre Dame,"
leFevre said. "They (Notre
Dame) were just a little better
than we wen: in every position.
"But this is only practice as
we are preparing for the spring
season. I think the boys know
they're going to have to work
harder if they want to beat the
teams like Notre Dame ano
Murray State."
Per Wadmark (~l) suffered
his fllSt loss of the season
against Notre Dame's Joe

miss."

Life at the top has not always
been in Miller's grasp. Last
year, Miller was being redshirted while watching Allen
~lie kick for the Salukis. That

turned aroun:and looked at the ~ KICKER, Page 18

N etters finish 2-1
'in lveekend tourney
9y George Pappas
Staff Writer

!:Iidelines and I saw some
negative-looking faces. When
you're kkking good and
somebody makes a bad call, you
get mad."
Miller said he was a little
surprised when he found out
that he was tied for first in
scoring.
"That's something I didn't
even know abollt ll.'ltil last week
sometIme," Miller said. "I
consider it, though, a lot of tear.l
effort. They're giving me a
chance to score points every
time they score a touchdown."
Makin~ extra poin~s
is
somethinl;; ~at Miller says he is
confident of doing every time he
attempts one.
"I know I can make the extra
point," Miller said. "That's
something I don't ever want to

Ron Miller

Golfers on right track
after sixth-place finish

Nelligan 6-2 4-6, 6-3 at N". 1
singles. Wadnlark ha~ already
beaten No. 1 players frG.:'l ISU
:lnd Oshkosh 10 the tourney.
By Sherry Chisenhall
contingent. Mter firing rounds
According to LeFevre, Sports Editor
of 79 and 75, she was one under
Wadmark was selected on
par after 13 holes in the final
Monday to represent the eighth
The Saluki women's golf team round but bogeyed the last five
region in the All-American may finally be out of the Noods. to finish four over for the day
Tennis Tournament sponsored
Mter up-and-down play and with a 76.
by Nike at the end of October. ,disappointing tournament
Anderson said the solution to
Two players from each region finishes stretched across her recovery this season is
will play in the tournament. In several seasons, Coach Mary simple.
"Practice paid off," she said.
No. 2 singles play, Rollie Beth McGirr's team was up
Oliquino (3-3) finished 2-1 in the against a wall and found no "I've been worki1lg hard the
last three weeks and I've gotten
.tourney. His only loss came to
Mike Gibbons of Notre Dame, 2- w'M~~f:'r~oc~~~ 'ffcished sixth a lot of encouragement from my
6,6-4, 6-3.
over the weekend in the 19-team teammates, especially Lisa
Gabriel eoch (3-3) also Northern Intercollegiates Bremer. With Dania (Meador)
fmished 2-1 in the tourney, with tournament in Iowa City, only gone. we need four solid
a loss to Notre Dame's Tim o!!e stroke behind Nebraska. scores."
Anderson referred to the loss
The Salukis tallied rounds of
Noonan, 6-2, 6-2 in No.3.
Chris Visconti (4-2) also had 313, 309 and 316 for a 54-hole o( senior Dama Meador, who
quit
the team three weeks ago.
of
938.
total
his only loss at the hands of
Leading the way (orSIU-C With Meador out of the lineu~,
Notre Dame's Paul Gl'Jdotti 6-3,
the
depth
that was the team s
was
senior
Barb
Anderson,
a
6-2 in No:4. Visconti's 4-2 record
is second best on the team, talented golfer who played No.1 strength turned into its
weakness.
her
freshman
year
but
hit
a
skid
behind Wadmark's H slate.
Anderson tied (or 15th among I
In No. 5 play, the Salukis' that lasted for three spring and
95 players in the Northern InPaul Rasch (3-3) fmished 2·1 in two fall seasons.
Anderson completed it fuD -tercollegiates, but higher scores
th<! tourney. He lost to Pat
ciwnt, though, and came back at the other end of the lineup
Me TENNIS, Page 18
in Iowa City to h(;8d the Saluki kept the Salukis from con-
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tending for third or fourth
place.
"Losing Dania hurt," Anderson said. "We need the four
sC.Jres, but we had to count two
838. Hayj!lg to count lower
scores might have kept us out of
fourth or fifth."
Tied for second for SIU-C and
in a six-way tie for 17th overall
were junior Lisa Kartheiser and
senior Lisa Bremer.
Kartheiser carded a 79, 75 and
76 for a 231, while Bremer also'
fired a 76 and a two-over-par 74.
The bottom fell out for Bremer
in the last round though, when
she carded an 81 for a 231 total.
A major problem (or the
Salukis over the weekend was
the struggling play of senior Sue
Arbogast. Arbogast played No.
1 for SIU-C most of last year,
,but finished at 1J1e other end of
the lineup in Io-Na City.
She opened with a pair of 83s
and followed up with a closing-See GOLF. Page 18

